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Producers ... Engineers
the long wait is over.
Each of you can scon hear your finest sounds impeccably
recorded by the wor d's Finest tape recording instrument. It's
the one instrument many professional recordists decided long
ago to wait for. It will be available in models from 2 to 16
(or more) tracks. The Gauss 1400 is no redesigned, "beefed -up"
version. It is designed
and built
from the ground up to
record and reproduce the world's finest sounds again and again
flawlessly .. impeccably.
Production of the Gauss 1400 Studio Master Tape Recorder
begins in June, 1970. Soon you'll be able to record your very
own sound
consistently
on a Gauss 1400 almost everywhere
Musicians

...

-

.

-

.

-

in the world. Then, also, wherever you are, your sounds can be
duplicated on magnetic tape on the Gauss 1200 32:1 ultra high
speed duplicating system.
It's the Standard of Excellence in Sound used by over 50 companies in 13 countries. Write for brochure.

-

(:irr

1649 -53 12th street. santa monica, california 90404 u.s.a.
telephone: 213/451 -E611 cable: gauss santa monica
an mca ,nc Company.
a division of mca technology inc.
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Coming

\cxt
Month
The world of motion picture sound is
explored in two articles.
Sidney Silver is represented with

THE SOUND ENGINEERING MAGAZINE

SYNCHRONOUS RECORDING TECHNIQUES

in which he discusses the various methods of synchronizing sound to film. You
will learn how to achieve the best results

from current equipment.
OPTICAL SOUND TRACK PROCESSING

by J. W. Dorner is based on a paper
originally presented to the S1lPTE.
It looks to the preservation of sound
quality on the sound track as the film
passes from generation to generation.
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Letters

DYNAMIC!

Model
525
COMPRESSOR-

LIMITER
Switchable Compression and Limiting
functions
Ceiling control for 20 dB of compression or limiting
De -Ese switch (Anti Sibilance)
Four selectable release time ranges
Fast attack time
Integral Illuminated meter
In -Out switch, Threshold and Output
level controls
Frequency dependent release times
Low distortion, less than 0.5% 30 to
20,000 Hz

Transformer coupled output to
+24 dBm
Stereo interconnection
Utilizes Automated Processes 2520
Op Amps
Panel mounting 114" x 51/4"

Designed for individual channel use
where quality, stability and ease of operation are of paramount importance,
the extreme flexibility, repeatable performance and stereo interconnect
features of the Model 525 make it extraordinarily suited for all studio applications.
The unique Ceiling control permits
one knob control of compression or
limiting in 2 dB steps over a 20 dB
range while maintaining a constant output level.
The four Release Times, D -S feature,
Mode of Operation and In -Out functions
are controlled by positive action push
button switches that can be rapidly
operated.
Virtually all types of program material can be controlled with great consistency by the 525 without annoying
side effects...DYNAMICALLYI

Shulio Systems Wirisiun
AUTOMATED PROCESSES, INC.
35 CENTRAL DRIVE

FARMINGDALE, N.Y. 11735

a

The Editor:
As a manufacturer of professional
audio equipment who has attended
many :1ES conventions I have been
most impressed with the size and
attendance of the most recent two held
in New York and I.os Angeles. How ever. the costs involved in prelxtring
and exhibiting at two shows a year is
becoming quite considerable as hotel
and other costs go up.
The thought has occurred to me that
the entire industry could he better
served if the show was held one year
on the west coast and the following
year on the east coast. By alternating
sites the convention could then attract
more manufacturers who can ill afford
the time and expenses involved in two
very similar shows in one year.
It would he interesting to hear from
others who feel that this is a real problem.

NAME WITHHELD
The Editor:
Being constant readers of your magazine we were pleased to note that
in your January issue, the article
Decca's Vienna Venue by John Borwick
appeared.
However, we did wish to make one
amendment. While all the details and
subcontractors such as the echo plates
by EDIT, the monitor speakers by
"I'annoy, the power amplifiers by Quad,
the microphones by Neumann and
:1I<(:, and the tape machines by Studer.
were mentioned, no mention was made
that the control system and the control
desk. respectively (which are the heart
of the system), were designed, built,
and installed by our firm. This is the
more regrettable to us since it was our
firm. in close liason work with the representatives of Decca, in particular Mr.
Parry and Mr. Brown, established this
system. At that time the name of our
firm was Wiener Schwachstromwerke
(*.M MI ( \\S \V). Effective October 1st.
1969 the name has been changed to
Nach rich tentechnische \ \'erke AG (now
contracted to NT\V).
Nachrichtentechnische

1l -erke :1G

postelgasse 12
.I /O.'/ I'hnna.:l ustria
:1

-
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"High quality pressings
begin with quiet lacquer masters "
John Eargle, Chief Engineer of Mercury Records.

-

"We should never forget the impact that a low- distortion, low -noise
master tape can have on the sound of a well made pressing.
Recent studies' have shown that pressings benefit from the use
of the Dolby System even under the ideal conditions of cutting
master lacquers from original low -noise tapes. Under more usual
conditions the cutting is done from tapes once and even twice
removed from the original, and in these cases the benefits of
noise reduction are all the more apparent."
'John M. Eargle, "Perormance Characteristics of the Commercial Stereo Disc.'

J.

Audio Eng. Soc. 17, 416 (1969)

Write for full technical details and advice on how the Dolby
System can be of value in your own professional audio recording
or transmission application.

m

DOLBY LABORATORIES INC
333 Avenue of the Americas New York N Y 10014
telephone (212) 243 -2525 cables Dolbylabs New York
for international inquiries:

346 Clapham Road London S W 9 England
telephone 01-720 1111 cables Dolbylabs London
Gil( L l

newel,') .1rr

nr l;,rrrl
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Contact us for the name
and address of your
nearest professional
Dolby System dealer.

The Aucio
Engineer's Hanc000k
R
GEORGE ALEXANDROVICH

AMot11tes a
&eczk `14/ui,/./
MODEL B -12 -H
A.

A

REALISTIC

PRICE!!

Model

B -12 -h

$1"'

PRICE

Now you can have the world
B -12 -h instant start,
professional turntable with
synchronous motor, mini

famous

mum rumble

(

-39db)

ance!! Need we say more?

REK-O-KUT
1568 NORTH SIERRA VISTA. FRESNO.
CALIFORNIA 93703
Phone'. 209 2514213

division of

CCA ELECTRONICS

R.

CORP.

716 JERSEY AVENUE. GLOUCESTER CITY
NEW JERSEY 08030 Phone 609 456 1716
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Figure 1.

A

low -pass filter circuit.
RI

o-)
Figure 2. The reciprocal
circuit shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 3. The circuit action of Figure 1.
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rugged. reliable perform-
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This time I shall make good on my
promise to discuss active filters as
applied to modern solid -state circuits.
Classical circuits and their derivation can and should be viewed as a
science all by themselves. If you wish
to study filter design consult books by
authors such as Bessel, Butterworth
or Chebychev. 11y goal is to familiarize
you with ready -designed circuits that
are easy to apply to almost any existing
system. You will notice that circuits
mentioned will not use any inductors;
this is the major expense when constructing filters or equalizers. The circuits to be described will be of mixed
variety representing active circuits with
bandstop or bandpass properties.
The first circuit is designed around an
operational amplifier or any other amplifier approaching the ideal amplifier
characteristics. This means that the
amplifier should have high input impedance, low output impedance, flat
frequency response from d.c. to r.f.,
minimal phase shift, high open loop
gain, and very low noise.
The circuit in the FIGURE 1 is the
low -pass circuit, while reciprocal function exists in the circuit shown in
FIGURE 2. In both cases the same amplifier is used. In order to figure the values
of the components for FIGURE 1, the
following formula should be used.

fx

f

fc2

Figure 4. The circuit action of Figure 2.
RI

RI

For Desired Input Impedance

The circuit in Figure 2 is a high -pass
filter and its values can be determined
using following formulae:

RI-

1

+_

2xCxSt

;

Re=

-0.5xCxft.

Sty = 2af
and f is cutoff frequency

where

Both circuits can be used one after
another and depending on the cutoff

Circle 17 on Reader Service Card
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INPUT
5. A notch- filter circuit
operational amplifier.

Figure

using an

THE
SIMPLICITY
OF
SIMPLEXING

C-451E
Microphone
System

AKG

the
common -sense
approach to
phantom
powering.
Just one or
two resistors!
Simple, isn't it?

The AKG C451E may be powered at the
cost of one or two precision resistors: No
separate AC or DC power supplies required nor special "cards" or "central"
power supplies at additional cost.
The microphone preamplifier requires as
little as 7.5v DC and may be operated
directly off the standard 24v B+ supply
available in your equipment (or any other
voltage between 7.5 and 52v). The current consumption is only 2.8 mA.

Other features
unique with the AKG system are:
A) Stabilized operating voltage: The DC
supply voltage to the microphone is not
required to be particularly well regulated
nor is it rigidly tied to a specific voltage.
In fact, it may vary by ± 15% since the
C -451E preamplifier will stabilize the
operating voltage. There is no limit to
the number of microphones to be powered off your console.
B) Constant 60 volts polarization voltage: 60 volts is the optimum polarization
voltage for highest performance standards, specifically sensitivity; resulting in
more gain without increase in noise level
and better signal -to -noise ratio. The
C -451E supply voltage is not simultaneously the polarization voltage (too low).
The microphone preamplifier provides a
constant 60 volts polarization voltage
and fluctuation in the supply voltage will

-

not change the output level of the
microphone.
There are no short cuts in the AKG
C-451E circuitry!

No AC power supplies required
No DC power supplies

"central" power supplies
No special "cards"
No

ri MD-

Operates off any DC voltage between
7.5 and 52v (including the standard
24v available in most equipment).

Stabilizes its own operating voltage,
to maintain constant output level.

Optimum polarization voltage,
for best signal -to -noise ratio.

MICROPHONES HEADPHONES

HOW DOES IT SOUND?

Interestingly enough, its pick -up characteristics are being compared to the quality previously obtained only with large
diaphragm condenser microphones.
The newly developed CK -1 capsule incorporates a metallic alloy diaphragm (similar to the diaphragm material used in
measuring microphones) and is absolutely smooth between 30- 18.000 Hz
with unequaled transient response characteristics and wide dynamic range.
The polar pattern is a true cardioid at all
frequencies with linear off -axis acceptance and a front -to -back discrimination
of 20-30 dB over the entire range.
Last, but not least, a practical and economic modular design permits you to
choose from a variety of interchangeable
capsules with different response characteristics and polar pattern (cardioid,
omni -directional, figure -eight and shot
gun tube).

D,Srn,eureo ev

NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS CORPORATION
100 EAST
AKG CANADA

DIVISION

OF DOUBLE

]n.,

SrHEET. NEW 5OHK. NEW vORH 10017

DIAMOND ELECTRONICS

SCARBOROUGH, ONTARIO

AKG

-

OFFERS A CHOICE
NOT A STANDARD

Write for complete technical data.
u<
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nomograph for the selection of
component values for frequency using the
circuit of Figure 5.
Figure 6.

frequencies can be used in either narrowing the frequency band being active
on both sides of the spectrum or as a
band -stop filter having overlaping functions.
By changing the cutoff frequency
points of either of the filter circuits in
FIGURE 3 or 4, level at fx can be varied.
It can be seen that the circuit in FIGURE
1
lends itself to adjustment more
readily than the circuit in FIGURE 2.
Using a ganged rheostat or potentiometer permits both resistors to be
varied, changing the cutoff frequency.
There is one more interesting and
fairly simple notch filter circuit (see
FIGURE 5) using an operational amplifier. It can be very useful in designing
of environmental equalizers, taking
out sharp response peaks. Selection of
the component values for the pxurticular frequency is accomplished by
using the precalculated nomograph of
FIGURE 6. Rx resistor is selected to
produce zero offset voltage at the
input of the amplifier. R_ is selected to
produce zero phase shift at the center
frequency and is equal to 12th of R1.
The center frequency is f = 3 (2.R1C)
An example on the nomograph shows
the resonant or center frequency of 1000
Hz. From the graph. R2 has to be 220
ohms, Rr should be 2400 ohms and the
capacitors should be 0.1µF each. The
advantage of this circuit is that it
has very high Q, especially at the low
frequencies where it is desirable to
eliminate large and costly inductors.
One more circuit producing fairly
sharp low- frequency cutoff using three
transistors is useful in systems where
1

,p

Figure 7. This circuit will produce fairly
sharp low -frequency cutoff points.

low- frequency rumble noise or reson-

ances would produce unwanted coloration of the signal. This circuit can be
used in sound reinforcement amplifiers,
turntable preamps, and other communication circuits. The circuit of
FIGURE 7 uses a three gang variable
potentiometer or rheostat. This enables shifting of the cutoff point over
the considerable frequency range. If
this is not desired, then fixed resistors
can be substituted. This circuit rolls off
the response at approximately 16-18dI3
per octave. Frequency of the cutoff
point is found from the equation;
f

calculators and thousands of other circuits packaged on a single chip. The
day will come when one can purchase
the complete environmental equalizer,
perhaps with self -seeking peak compensator circuits and automatic gain
controls to take advantage of every bit
of available dynamic range and adjust
the reproduce levels for optimum performance.
I can't resist the temptation to
mention one more simple tunable twin

=!..RC

The only disadvantage of this circuit is that it requires a split power
supply. However, if one considers the
advantage of not needing all these
inductors and the ability to choose the
rollolf frequency, advantages outweigh
the inconvenience of a split power
source.

The above mentioned circuits are
only a sample of what can be done
using active filters. Fast development of
microcircuit technology will enable us
to pretty soon start using some of
the packaging techniques used in computers. Serious efforts to develop circuits packageable onto a single chip
are beginning to bear fruits. Although
not all electronic elements can be
achieved in monolithic circuits, but
almost all electronic functions can be
reproduced. With a minimal number of
external components LSI (large -scale
integration) devices can work as complete systems. You can have radio
circuits, computers, amplifiers, clocks.
www.americanradiohistory.com

R

R

2C
OUT

N
R2

Ì
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o

C

A twin
=AR where

Figure 8.

T

filter configuration.

2

A =

Factor and

120

=

-RC

1

1

-AE.

I have recently come across. It
can be seen in FIGURE 8. If the potentiometer is set so that the slider is down A
becomes 0 in the formula of the figure.
As a consequence, Do= 1 where R is
RC
in ohms and C is in farads.

T filter,

7th
consecutive
year
as the
hottest
headphone
going!
KOSS
PRO -4A
STEREOPHONES
$50.00

KOSS ELECTRONICS INC.
2227 North 31st Street
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53208
KOSS ELECTRONICS S.r.l.
Via Valtorta, 21
20136 Milano, Italia
(
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The
Feedback Loop

an upper frequency limit of about 15 to
20 kHz. In the March FEEDBACK LDOP
there was a detailed discussion of the
factors that affect the upper frequency
limit. Regrettably, Miller's formula for
the frequency response (H) of the
cartridge, essential to that discussion,
was omitted because of a typographical
error. Since the subject comes up again,
I'll take the opportunity of putting
down the formula again.

ARNOLD SCHWARTZ

1

2

H=

\\'hat

is the upper frequency limit
of the disc recording -playback system?
Can the bandwidth be extended beyond

present limitations? These questions
may have added significance if four channel stereo graduates from the experimental state. In that event, disc
recording will have to be developed to
accommodate four channels instead of
the present two. One possible way of
adding the two additional channels involves increasing the record /playback
system bandwidth. I would like to discuss the basic principles underlying the
present bandwidth limitations, and try
to predict how it may be extended.
In any discussion of bandwidth we
can say that virtually all purely electronic devices either have been, or can
be designed with a higher upper frequency limit than today's nominal

0

FAIRCHILD'S
PRECISION
MAKES 57 OF THE
WORLD'S FINEST
PROFESSIONAL
AUDIO
COMPONENTS
. Fairchild's complete
Series of Attenuators: 10
models with new
packaging plus Slide Wire
Fader / The Integra
Series: an automatic
Attenuator, 3
Preamplifiers, 3
Compressors, 3 Program
Equalizers, 4 Dynalizers,
De -Esser / 692 Remote
Card Series: over 12
I

inputs with extensive
switching capacity /
Integrated Control
Module Series: Input Output- Monitor Modules/
7 Audio Control Devices
including the well known
Conax, Limiter and
Reverbertron Systems /
2 Gain Shifter Intercom
Systems / 7 Power
Supply Models / over 24
Accessories. Contact
your Fairchild Distributor
or write FAIRCHILD
SOUND EQUIPMENT
CORPORATION
Dept. BM/E-6 10 -40 45th Avenue
Long Island City, N.Y. 11101

bandwidth is
limited, however, by the electro-mechanical and mechanical devices found
in the record /playback chain. Broadly
speaking, there are two types of bandwidth limitations. One category, to be
discussed this month, relates to the frequency response of the individual devices. A second category, to be discussed
next month, relates to basic geometry
and wavelength considerations. Band width limitations due to the limitations
of frequency response are more familiar
than those due to system geometry.
Very often both types of limitations are
confused and talked about interchangeably when, in fact, important distinctions must be kept in mind.
Let us take a look at the electromechanical and mechanical devices used
in the recording and playback of a disc,
and see what the frequency response
of each one is, and if this response can
be improved.
20 kHz. Disc- recording

RECORDING HEAD
The best present -day stereophonic recording heads can respond to about 20
kHz. This is adequate for present -clay
records. An immediate alternative, although with some drawbacks, for extending the frequency response would
be to record at half speed (or two thirds speed depending upon the band-

width extension). All current electronic
equipment could be used but some
modifications would have to be made
both to the tape recorder playback
equalization, and to the RIAA recording characteristic. In the long run it
may be possible to design recording
heads with increased bandwidth, designed to operate at normal speed.

RECORDING STYLUS
At my company (Micro- Point) we have
designed our recording stylus so that
there is no restriction of the cutter -head
frequency response. We have also designed, and, if the need arises, will be
able to manufacture recording styli
capable of cutting records with at least
twice the present bandwidth.

PHONOGRAPH CARTRIDGE
The typical high -quality cartridge has

Circle 23 on Reader Service Card
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where
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It,F,EZ

=
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In

r

tn(2Tf)

= stylus -groove resonance frequency
= mass at stylus tip
r = mechanical resistance at stylus tip
e = damping factor
R, = Tip radius
E = modulus of elast i; ity of record material
F, = tracking force
(o

m

K = constant

By analyzing the equation and plotting reslxlnses of typical cartridges, we
do know that the upper frequency limit
is about one -half octave above the
stylus- groove resonance, f0. How can we
increase the cartridge upper frequency
limit? As we stated in March, increasing
the tip radius or the tracking force to
increase fp would be counterproductive
to other performance characteristics.
This leaves us with the modulus of
elasticity (that is stiffness) of the
record material, and the mass at the tip.
Increasing the stiffness of the record
material to raise the stylus- groove
resonance frequency means finding a
material that has all the desirable
characteristics of vinyl but with a significantly higher modulus of elasticity.
This is a tall order when we consider
such things as low noise, ease in molding,
durability, stability -all at a price
competitive with vinyl. If such a
material were introduced, all cartridges
would experience a proportional increase in frequency response. 'Thus,
changing the record material is an
attractive, although very difficult, solution if it were necessary to increase the

bandwidth.
Decreasing stylus mass at the tip is
the other alternative to increasing f,. At
least one current cartridge has a response to beyond 30 kHz, which means
that the effective mass at the tip for
this particular cartridge is about one fourth of that found in many current
high quality cartridges. If there was a
need for extending the frequency response, other cartridge manufacturers
would probably follow suit.

--

The CBS Laboratories' Dynamic Presence Equalizer solves these and other problems
enhances
the presence of your broadcast signal
gives your
station more punch and penetrating sound.
Speech programming frequently lacks presence
due to inadequate amplitude of speech consonants
caused by such factors as poor mike technique, incorrect equalization or excessive recording levels.
The results
boomy signal and poor intelligibility.

-

The Dynamic Presence Equalizer analyzes the
spectral balance of the program to determine the
proportion of energy falling in the presence band of
2 to 4 kiloHertz. This proportion is then compared
against a predetermined value and the amplitude of
the presence band is then boosted as required until
the optimum proportion is reached.
Try the Dynamic Presence Equalizer
absolutely FREE for 30 days. Prove to yourself that it solves
your problems.

-

Write or call collect: (203) 327 -2000
PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS

CBS LABORATORIES
A

Division of Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc.
227 High Ridge Road,
Stamford, Connecticut 06905
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the government has imposed to me, to
pay honestly, I took a long hard look
at what I had gotten into.
"But," my pragmatist friends will
say -and this bothered me, too -"What
would happen if nobody paid taxes ?"
Does asking that question justify IRS
pressuring me (or anyone else) into some
forni of criminal activity? The Constitution provides adequate means for
maintaining a just government. Did you
imagine that Congress and government
employees worked for nothing before

Theory anc Practic
NORMAN H. CROWHURST

The

postal strike and April 15 both
came and went before you learned, in
the delayed March issue, about my

problems with the IRS. Reading my
Declaration evoked quite varied responses, reflecting even further on
theory and practice in America today.
One man told me that when the
imigration authorities fingerprinted us,
that identified us as criminals. a fact we
should have accepted when I was denied security clearance. Now, he said,
if I would just quit my dictatorial ideas
and learn about democracy, everything would be all right. A tongue -incheek letter, maybe? No. he also "informed" the County DA, urging him
to take action against us!
However, the majority of responses
indicated a feeling of shame, that our
Country's agents should so far forget
its Constitution as to treat us this way,
and admired us for our courage in
taking such a stand. A few spoke of the
impossibility of fighting the system,
suggested we should give up the
struggle, go on welfare and live it up.
Ever tried to live it up on welfare
checks?

With the exception of the man who
thinks only criminals are fingerprinted,
and thus all foreigners are criminals
and /or dictators, everyone who recommended compliance also rejected completely the practicality of principle.

What happened to the Declaration of
Independence
document of principle, if ever there was!
Whenever someone says we have
courage, my retrospective view tells
me we really had no choice: we were
forced into it. But were we? \Ve did have
an alternative: to do something or to do
nothing.
As we could not pay, and we refused
to take up crime, we could have done
nothing but wait for them to "come and
get us." What defense would that be?
\Ve must do something. in self- defense,
to prove we are neither delinquent nor
evasive. It was not easy. That document was compiled, revised, let sit,
revised again, let sit again, before we
finally tiled it on February 18.
Many ask if I recommend everyone to
refuse paying taxes. My answer is the
same as that I give to those who ask if
I think everyone should take the same
religious position I do: this position
is what my conscience, in my circumstances, demands. My conscience does
not demand that I refuse to pay taxes
because of the Country's involvement
in Vietnam, although I respect those
whose conscience does thus object.
However my conscience does not allow
me to participate willingly in fraud or
any other criminal activity. When
it was made impossible for me, due to
circumstances peculiar to a situation

-A
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But back to technical matters. The
circuit shown last month, to provide
protection against over -dissipation, as
well as over- current (repeated here at
FIGURE 1) is not quite ideal. Q8 either
conducts, charging capacitor C to shut
off the audio, or it does not, according
to the zener voltage of the diode. The
over-heating caused by dissipation,
results from voltage, current, and time.
A momentary excess of dissipation
say for a millisecond -will not damage
the transistor, because heat does not
have time to raise temperature to the
danger point. On the other hand, the
same dissipation continued for an
appreciable fraction of a second could
destroy the transistor.
This means that finding the right
zener voltage for the diode poses a
problem. If it is low enough to protect
against the continued dissipation, it
will trip the circuit out of action on
momentary peaks that really pose no
danger. On the other hand, if it is high
enough to allow safe momentary peaks,
one of longer duration could blow a
transistor.
This leads to the more satisfactory
circuit of FIGURE 2. Here Rl and CI,

-
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Figure 1. The circuit developed in the last discussion, reproduced
as e beginning point for this one.

Figure 2. The changes shown here (principally the addition of C1)
enable the circuit to be flexible in its tripping point, so it can accommodate short or long over- dissipation threats equally well.
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REVOX A77
TAPE RECORDER

IT 1s a pleasure to report that the widely acclaimed,
but no longer available, Revox G -36 Mk III tape recorder
has actually been surpassed in performance by Revox's new
Model A77. The A77 has fully solid -state electronics, a
bias -oscillator frequency of 120 kHz (as opposed to 70
kHz for the G.36), and a new electronic motor -speed control. The A77 model we tested is a three- motor, four -track,
two -speed recorder; however, it is substantially lighter and
smaller than its predecessor.
The Revox A77 has its operating controls grouped into
separate recording and playback areas. On the playback
side are two rotary switches with concentric knobs. One
switch establishes the playback mode-stereo, either chan.
nel through both outputs, or both channels combined for
mono. Playback level is controlled by the concentric knob.
The other switch connects either the signal input or the output of the playback amplifiers to the output jacks in the
rear. Two playback -equalization characteristics are provided; NAB or IEC (for European tape recordings). The
recording equalization is to the NAB standards. The knob
concentric with this switch is a playback channel -balance

control.
On the right side of the recorder panel are two VU
meters with real VU -meter characteristics. Adjacent to each
is a red button of the push -on, push -off type. Depressing
either channel's button alone records both inputs on that
channel. If both buttons are depressed, a stereo recording is
made. These supplement a record -interlock button, providing a double safety against accidental tape erasure. Record.
ing levels may be set up before the tape is put into motion.
When the recorder is in operation in the recording mode,
the selected channel's VU meter (or meters) is illuminated.
Under each meter is a recording input -selector switch,
with a concentric recording -level control. There are inputs
for high. and low- impedance microphones (with front.
panel jacks in parallel with rear phono connectors), radio
(via a rear DIN connector), and auxiliary inputs with
connectors in the rear. In addition, each switch has a posi.
tion for recording the output of that channel combined
with any additional source onto the other channel.
The transport mechanism is operated by a row of five
pushbuttons, activating solenoids to control fast speeds,
stop, play, and recording. A connector in the rear permits
the use of an accessory remote -control unit for these fune.
tions. The tape speeds (71/2 and 3/ ips) are selected by a
switch that also controls a.c. power to the recorder. Each
speed setting has two switch positions that set the tape
tension to optimum values for 101/2-inch or smaller reels.
The servo- controlled drive system of the Revox A77 is
unique and effective. The tape-drive capstan is powered by
an eddy- current motor that delivers a high torque, free of
the pulsations that are inevitable with any motor having
a pole structure. The speed of this motor can he adjusted
by varying a d.c. control voltage, with relatively little
torque variation. The motor has a built -in tone generator
that produces an a.c. signal whose frequency is proportional
to motor speed. This signal is amplified, limited, and applied to a discriminator, whose d.c. output is proportional
to speed. This is further amplified and used to correct the
motor speed. The change between 71/2 and 3;/t ips is accomplished electronically by shifting the resonant fro
quency of the discriminator circuir. The chief adsantag.

ONLY
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of this technique are independence from power -line voltage
and frequency variations, as well as reduced flutter. Flutter
of the A77 motor is inherently so low that the capstan can
be driven directly from the motor shaft instead of through
separate belt- driven flywheel. According to the manu.
facturer, line voltage fluctuations of ±20 per cent cause a
speed change of only ±0.05 per cent, and a change in the
a.c. -line frequency of 50 to 60 Hz causes a speed change
of less than 0.05 per cent. Thus, the Revox A77 is a truly
universal machine, capable of operating from 110 volts to
210 volts, 50 to 60 Hz, by adjustment of a switch in the
a

rear of the recorder.
When the full -width head cover is swung down, two
more pushbuttons are revealed. One cuts off the signal to
external speakers, and the other switches off the power to
the reel motors. This is for convenience in editing. When
the reel motors are turned off, and the recorder placed in a
fast -speed mode, the reels may he turned by hand with the
tape in contact with the playback head. At the desired
point, the tape may be lifted from the heads and placed in
the tape splicing guide which is molded into the fixed portion of the head cover. The only problem with this arrangement is the possibility that one may spill tape by
forgetting to turn on the reel motors before placing the
machine back into normal operation.
We stated that the A77 surpassed the older G -36 in
performance. This is best illustrated by its phenomenally
flat record; la hack fre uenc res onse, measured with
cotch 203 tape, for which the mac tines bias was adjusted.
At 71/, ips, the response was within +0.5, -2.0 dB from
20 to 20 000 Hz. This has never been equalled by any other
recorder we have tested. Perhaps even more impressive is
the response at 33,'r ips, which was +2.5, =575 dB- from 2
to 20,000 Hz. The high end falls off smoothly and is perfectly usable all the way to 20,000 Hz. The NAB playback
response, with the Ampex 31321-04 test tape, was +1.5,
-0.5 dB from 50 to 15,000 Hz.
The signal -to -noise ratio was very good, 51 dB at 71/4
ips and 48.5 dB at 3%t ips, referred to a 0 -VU recording
level. Noting that the distortion at 0 VU was a mere 0.65
per cent, we increased the recording level until the distortion reached approximately 3 per cent, which occurred at
+10 VU for the higher tape speed and +9 VU for the
lower speed. At these levels, the signal -to -noise ratio was
59 dB at 71/2 ips and 54.5 dB at 3%t ips, figures that closely approach true professional performance.
The transport worked smoothly and with complete silence. Except for the turning of the reels, one could not tell
the machine was operating from a distance greater than
about 12 inches. Wow was 0.01 per cent (actually the
residual inherent in our instruments) and flutter was 0.09
per cent at 33!1 ips and 0.07 per cent at 71/2 ips. In fast
speeds, 1,800 feet of tape was handled in about 90 seconds,
and the machine could be brought to a stop in about 2
seconds.

The Revox A77 is housed in a teak cabinet with a foldaway carrying handle. It is one of the handsomest, as well
as hestperforming, tape recorders we -rave seen. We have
never seen a recorder that could match the performance of
the Revox A77 in all respects, and very few that even come
close. It sounds as good as it tests, which speaks for itself.
The Revox A77 is offered in a variety of configurations. It
is available with either half- or quarter -track heads, in
either the teak cabinet or a portable carrying case. The
¡,rice of the deck in a wood base is $569; the deck with
.:ilt-in power amplifiers is $599.

REST

Revox Corporation, 212 Mineola Avenue, Roslyn Heights, N.V.11577 / 1721 N. Highland Avenue, Hollywood,Calif. 90028
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feeding the zener diode, duplicate the
heat -up time constant of the transistor,
in the dissipation range involved. The
zener voltage allows the circuit to trip
when the dissipation, sustained for more
than a moment, would be dangerous.
But the same dissipation for a very
short burst will not charge CI to the
zener voltage. However, if the shorter
burst carries enough dissipation to be
dangerous, it will.
C2, with its associated resistors, produces a time constant designed to hold
the audio off for long eno.Igh to allow
the already heated transistors to cool
to the point where they will again be
safe to risk applying the over-dissipation that caused tripping. If the danger
is still there, the circuit will trip out
again.
One weakness with this circuit is
that it will only trip if the voltage/
current combination on QI, Q3 represents dangerously high dissipation. Q2,
Q4 are protected against over- current,
but not against associated over -voltage.
FIGURE 3 shows a circuit that provides
an additional sensing arrangement so
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both are equally protected.
Transistors QI through Q8 serve
the same purposes designated earlier.
Q10 and Q11 combine input with feedback, to drive Q5. Q12 duplicates the
function of Q8, for the other half of the
output, also triggering the voltage on
C2. Diodes D6 and 1)7 prevent Cl and
C3 (which duplicate Cl function for

Figure 3.

both

sets

A completed circuit, with typical values inserted, to cater for full protection of
of output transistors.

the other half) from being discharged
unnecessarily on repetitive peaks that
could prove dangerous. 1)8 and D9
are the zeners.

This is the old
E MT 140st

This is the

Reverberation Unit.

new one.

What's the difference?

We've made the amplifier unit solid state. And you can now obtain an inexpensive
decay period remote controller.
Nothing else has changed in this superb unit. The EMT-140st is still the world
standard in the recording and broadcasting industries. Its renowned steel plate
device gives you the same unmatched stereo /mono performance. And increased
fringe area reception for AM broadcasts. And unusual flexibility -its decay period
can be varied from 0.5 to 5.0 seconds. (Try that with an echo chamber!)
These are just a few of the reasons why every major record company and independent recording studio owns at least one EMT-140st Reverberation Unit. Right
now, more than 1000 are in use from coast -to- coast; more than 2000 throughout

the world.
For the complete story, write today for our free 8-page brochure. It
can make quite a difference for you.
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Now there remains a problem in
providing the clamp to kill the audio.
In FIGURE 2, signal is shown as clamped
to ground (by Q9), from a positive
signal direction, because a positive going signal is what will cause trouble
in Q1, Q3. The sanie clamp will not work
for negative -going signal, to protect Q2,
Q4. In fact, unless the emitter -base
zener voltage of Q9 is adequate to
accommodate negative -going voltages,
they will be clipped by it, dangerous or
not.
The circuit needs a two -way clamp,
that brings signal voltage down to
ground, from whichever direction it
momentarily happens to be. Such a
circuit is shown in FIGURE 4. Each
clamp is prevented from clipping or
conducting in the opposite direction by
a diode in series with its collector.
The positive -going clamp, Q9, is
direct -acting, as before. The negative going clamp, Q14, uses a phase- inversion with a transistor, Q13, connected
as emitter -follower to inject clamp
current into Q4's emitter, instead of
the base of the clamp transistor, as at
Q9.
One more possibility may need safeguarding. The circuits so far presented
provide protection against too much
current or voltage, in the normal directions. Normally, each transistor con-

trols current How and corresponding
voltage drop, in its formal operative
direction. But if the load is reactive,
current in the usual direction can
produce voltage kicks that exceed the

We just threw

away

one of our best products!
Why? Simply because we've come up with something even better...
the most sophisticated equalizer in the business!
Up to now, most mixers have been locked in with just a high and a
low frequency equalizer. Sometimes, if they were very lucky (like
on our old model), they also had a mid -frequency equalizer. But
none of them did the job completely. Not even ours. Because that
broad mid range is simply too broad.
But all that's changed now. Our new ADM 700
series expands the mid frequency equalizer into
four separate frequency bands, giving more flexibility and control than ever before.
The ADM 700 series is the mixer's answer to in -line
equalization. And you really won't believe it until you
hear it.
Which you can only do through Audio Designs.
Because it's ours. Exclusively.
There's more where it comes from, too. We'd
like to tell you about our whole
line, from special custom consoles, to
-

stock consoles,to
a complete line

of component
parts.

For more information, drop us a note,
or call collect.
Audio Designs and
Manufacturing, Inc.
15645 Sturgeon
Roseville (Detroit),

Michigan

48066

Phone (313) 778 -8400
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CERTIFIED HYGROMETER
NO. 161

Figure 4. The double
clamp circuit needed,
to go with Figure 3.

This model is certified to be

$29.95

accurate within 2 %. Dial
indicates range of 0 to 100%
relative humidity. Each
instrument has been tested at
three different positions of the
dial at temperatures ranging
from 32' to 230° F. Original
calibration and certification
done at the G. Lufft
Metallbarometerfabrik, GmbH
Stuggart under the standard
conditions of the Federal
Republic Test Society. Casing is
solid brass gleaming finish,
black dial with white numbers
and lettering, red tipped
pointer, casing is drilled for
wall mounting. Direct reading
dial. Size is 6" overall,
dial face is 5" diameter.

MODEL 13 BAROMETER
This fine precision barometer
is the same size and general

$24.50

appearance as the Certified
Hygrometer No. 167.
Features an open dial graduated
from 28 to 31 inches with a
visible precision polished
mechanism and solid brass case.

MODEL 123 DIAL
THERMOMETER

$22.50

A precision thermometer to
match the above units and is
often used with them to make
a matching set. Large, easy to
read dial graduated in 2
degrees. Range minus 30° to
plus 130 F. Same case

specifications

as No. 167.

GUARANTEE
100% absolute satisfaction or your money returned
within 10 days without question. To order send check
directly to

TIMEKEEPER
P.O. Box 162, Mineola, N.Y. 11501
N. Y. State residents add 5 °° sales tart

v

Includlc SI.I(I) per order for shipping

CLAMP
VOLTAGE

INPUT

C2T1000
-

12V

Figure 5. What can
happen when voltage kicks exceed
either supply voltage: (A), current
paths when operating normally; B, current paths when signal voltage at output
kicks above supply
positive; C, when
signal goes beyond

supply negative.
Double- headed

ar-

rows represent danger currents.

(A)

supply voltage that got the current
started.
This means that the voltage across
the load can, for a moment swing
beyond the supply voltage on the other
side of the transistor (FIGURE 5). This
is a danger point. Now the transistor
conducts freely in the opposite direction, and base input no longer controls
it. The functions of emitter and collector are suddenly transposed, and
base can go haywire.
Recircuiting the output current in
this way can blow the drive transistor
and next the output transistor goes, as
a secondary effect. Some means must be
adopted to prevent the excessive voltage swing that starts this chain reaction. (inc way is to use diodes that conduct before the voltage reaches this
point ( FIGURE 6).
The voltage at a transformer tapping
further from ground, or supply center,
than the output tapping, will swing
beyond voltage positive or negative
before the output tapping voltage itself
does. By connecting the other side of
diodes from this higher (audio -wise)
tapping to supply positive and negative,
they conduct and prevent voltage from
going any further before the output
point of the amplifier reaches the
danger point.

Circle 22 on Reader Service Card
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(C)

.._.,...

e
6. A relatively simple circuit to
protect against the voltage kicks and reverse
currents illustrated in Figure 5. Because the
output impedance is close to required load
values, an output autoformer can be designed more economically (and at much less
cost) than the traditional output transformer
Figure

of tube days.

"these diodes are built to withstand
the reverse voltage necessary under
normal operation (the double supply
voltage, with a safety margin) and the
full output current necessary under

protective operation.
That is probably enough about transistor output circuits for the time being.
Next time we will turn to one of the
other things that readers have been
writing in tic illt.

Norelco
introduces
custom mixers
from stock.
Now dozens of custom console
configurations assemble
from 4 unique modules.
Result: the first custom
consoles with mass -production
price, reliability and delivery.

Current dependent mixing allows for console
configurations from 8 inputs with 1 output, to 16 inputs
All Norelco MD consoles utilize Danner
with 8 outputs.
Up to 4 echo send/
silicone encapsulated attenuators.
return channels.
Switchable equalizers providing high
Panpots on
end, low end, and presence equalization.
each input channel (MD16RF8 only).
Switchable input
sensitivity.
Stereo monitoring facilities.
Built -in 5
frequency oscillator.
Prelisten, talk -back, and
program- distribution channels.
All connections via
floor level screw type terminal strips.
Insertion points
for external signal processing equipment.
Detailed
individual test reports accompany each Norelco custom
mixer, assuring guaranteed performance.
Your Norelco MD mixing console can be operational
in a matter of hours. Many versions in stock for
immediate delivery.
Norelco MD8R1: $6,648
Norelco MD16RF8: $22,950

PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS
Freq. response: 40...15,000 Hz

-0.5d8

Distortion: less than 0.5%
Gain: 101dB

Output level: +18dBm
Relative noise input: better than --120dB
Cross talk: better than 80dB

MD12RF4 Console
provides 12 inputs, 4 outputs
and 4 switchable equalizers
for $10,470.

Norelco
PHIIIP> RROaDU>T EQI IP\IE\T CORP.
A

w11111

aviHil
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P11I11P. i

iIMPaw

One Philips Parkway, Montvale, N.J. 07645 (201) 391 -1000
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sounc with Images
MARTIN DICKSTEIN

IMAGE BRIGHTNESS

The

effectiveness of any projection
system, whether front or rear projection, is judged generally by the
ability of the audience to read printed
material shown on the screen, or, in
other words, by the intelligibility of the

projected material.
There are suggested standards for the
size of lettering to be used, recommended
thickness for lines in graphs and diagrams, and templates available to indicate the best area to use for the printed
message, but these factors still depend
on the performance of the projection
system to provide the viewers with
satisfactory images.
The term luminescence is used for
image brightness and is determined by
the amount of light either reflected from
the screen (front projection) or transmitted by the screen (rear projection),
divided by the area of the image. (The
foot -Lambert is the unit used to define
the brightness, and it is assumed that
the slide being projected is the standard
35mm or double -frame size.)
Although each viewer may have his
own ideas for how bright a slide image
should be, depending on the material
being shown, there should be some
value assigned to the acceptable brightness of a slide image. There is no actual
prescribed value, but a minimum of
10f L for slides has been suggested by

o

Kodak. (The SIi1PTE recommended
values for 35mm and 16mm film are
16fL plus or minus 4 and plus or minus
2 respectively.)
It has been found that if the image of
films is too bright, the viewer is disturbed by what seems to be a flutter or
flicker. Depending, of course, on the
darkness of the room and the speed of
the shutter, a brightness greater than
about 20fL becomes distressing. For
slides, however, the image brightness
has no top level as far as the viewer is
concerned. The brighter the better, it
seems. However, it must be remembered that there will be times, in the
course of presenting many slides, that
some will seem to wash out when the
image is too bright -with a possible
loss of readability. In most instances,
though, the brightness will be desirable,
especially with printing on different
colors of background.

o

The image brightness levels given are
for blackout conditions in the theater,
where the screen is illuminated by only
0.1fL of stray light. The stray light
falling on a screen is usually higher than
this (from the projector lamp where the
projector is in the same room, from
windows not completely blacked out,
from lights at exit doors, ceiling lights to
permit taking of notes, etc.). Thus, in
order to maintain a proper balance between the brightness of the image and
the ambient or stray light hitting the
screen, consideration must be given to
the type of material to be projected, as
well as establishing a satisfactory ratio
between the image brightness and the
non -image brightness of the reflected (or
transmitted) light. (Some of the causes
of stray light on a rear-screen projection
system are a work light turned on by
someone behind the screen without
realizing the problem this can cause, or
the opening of a corridor door leading
into the rear- projection booth where
no precautions have been taken to
prevent the outside light from reaching
into the booth. Painting the walls of the
rear-projection booth black helps to
eliminate bouncing around of stray
light -even from the projector itself.)
In order to determine the levels of
light, both desired and undesired, coming from the screen, it is suggested that
a foot- Lambert meter be used to
measure the reflected and transmitted
light. (Standard light meters usually
are made to read footcandles, or incident, not reflected light.) A reading
should be taken of the light coming
from (or through) the screen on or close
to the axis of the projected center of
the image. This is done by turning on
the slide or film projector with no slide
or film in the unit. (The room should,
of course, be darkened to normal projection illumination.) This is the image,
or desired, brightness level.
A second reading is then taken with
the foot- Lambert meter of the light
being reflected (or transmitted) by
the screen with the projector still on
but with the lens capped to prevent
source light from hitting the screen.
(The projector is left on so that any
stray light coming from the projector
will be taken into account.)
www.americanradiohistory.com

Dividing the first of the two readings
by the second will now provide a
screen- brightness ratio. (Note that in
taking reflected light readings, the
entire system has been accounted for
including the screen and the material
of which it is made, the light source,
the optic system, etc.). This ratio will
act as a guide to determining if the
system is providing sufficient brightness for the material to be presented.
Different values have to be given to
provide a guide for determining the
ratio required for different material.
Where the image will be required to
show good details in colors or in various
shades of gray, the minimum brightness ratio might be considered to be
100. For less detail, whether in color or
gray areas, a value of 25 might be used.
For graphs or charts or typewritten
material, the ratio might be 5.
By multiplying the stray light brightness by the proper factor based on the
material to be shown, a minimum
screen brightness level is determined.
If, for example, the stray light is found
to be IfL and the material to be presented requires a screen brightness ratio
of 100, the screen brightness level
should be 100fL. If the material to be
projected falls into the category where
the screen brightness ratio should be 5,
projecting in a room with IfL stray
light on the screen would result in a
screen brightness of only 5fL which
is well below the suggested minimum of
10fL for slides. Increasing the source
brightness, or any other factor, to raise
the ratio to the recommended level
would only result in an extremely con trasty image with resulting loss of
legibility. The ratio can only be raised
properly by increasing the stray light
around the screen (but not allowing the
additional lighting to fall directly on
the screen) and then increasing the
system brightness to the proper level to
establish the proper ratio required
above the minimum recommended level.
There are means to estimate the stray
light and to calculate the output brightness of the projection system so that the
required ratio can be determined without the use of the foot -Lambert meter.
This will be the subject for another
discussion in the near future.

'Get The Grabbers
WE GAVE IT A NEW NAME BECAUSE WE HAD TO.
THERE'S NOTHING ELSE QUITE LIKE IT. KEPEX CAN
DO THINGS TO YOUR MULTI -TRACK TAPES, ON MIX DOWN OR REAL TIME, THAT YOU'VE NEVER HEARD
BEFORE. SUCH AS:

DO YOU DOUBT IT ?'
Allison has prepared a demonstration tape so that you can hear the
results of KEPEX in actual use. Ask
her for your free copy. You'll be

REDUCE NOISE UP TO 60 DB!
(Tape hiss, instrument amplifier noise, air conditioner
noise, drum rattles, burps, etc., etc.)
REMOVE ECHO!
(Example: If you goofed and recorded echo on

amazed.
a

hand-

k,04,
)

clap track KEPEX can take it off.)

REDUCE LEAKAGE & ROOM SOUND!
(Pull your performers out of the fog and into the quiet
zone of KEPEX.)

CREATE ELECTRONIC MUSIC EFFECTS!
(KEPEX is not afraid to speak, though it speaks a
language of its own. It can make a vocal track behave
as a singing drum track for instance.)
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7120 SUNSET BLVD. HOLLYWOOD, CA.
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ko Sync Track
JOHN M. WORAM

rig
head

for your
recorder?
Your Nortronics distributor
has it in stock!

MONITOR SPEAKER
STANDARDIZATION

Heads for over 2100 recorders,
domestic and imported, almost
certainly including yours. Excellent

performance characteristics,
long life, easy replacement.
ASK FOR FREE LITERATURE.
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V.
6140 Wayzata Boulevard

Minneapolis, Minnesota
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Phone: (612) 544 -0381
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Professional development courses for

AUDIO
ENGINEERS

TECHNICIANS
basic technology

201- FUNDAMENTALS
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202 -AUDIO /VISUAL

& TECHNIQUES

intermediate technology
101 -STUDIO TECHNOLOGY
advanced technology

& PRACTICE

301 -SURVEY: AUDIO SYSTEMS
DESIGN

302 -HIGH SPEED TAPE DUPLICATING
303 -OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS APPLICATIONS IN AUDIO

304-STEREO DISK MASTERING:
PRINCIPLES TECHNOLOGY

NIE

305

- INTRODUCTION TO

AUDIO ENGINEERING
Your job security and advancement depend
upon your skill and knowledge of present
technology end practices.
Our proven courses embody the latest
disciplines of today's audio technology and
prepare you for tomorrow's top positions
in the industry.
The
>1111I0 RESEARCH,
156 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10010
-1915
212 -242
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system.
You won't get into much

trouble
insisting that from this day on a d13m
shall be Ins\ ' through 600 ohms. and
everyone will nod agreement when you
proclaim that it would be a good idea
for all tape machines to run at 15 in./
sec. But. sometime when you're bored
try calling all your friends and revealing
that your speakers should henceforth
be considered the industry standard.
You may not get very far. Naturally,
your speakers are the finest, and the
rest of the industry is tone deaf anyway,
but you'll never convince the others that
only you have the correct system.
Part of the problem is that speaker
standards are unlike say. tape speed
where one speed might be as good as
another. There is no particularly scientific reason for choosing 15 rather than
14 or 16 in. sec. Were it not for the
obvious necessity for a standard, any
Old speed would do nicely. That's about
the way it is now with speakers. Everyone has their favorite design and
type, and no one feels inclined to
change, since speakers don't have to
conform to a standard in order to be
compatible with other speakers. In
fact, they are best judged subjectively,
the way music itself is. Once certain
minimum requirements have been met,
the choice of one speaker over another
depends on personal preference, which
may be difficult to define, let alone

-

AUDIO TECHNOLOGY
PRODUCTION

No platter what standards our industry may now or later adopt, it's
a pretty safe bet that there will never
be an industry -wide standard speaker

INC.

measure.

It's reasonably easy to follow a signal
from microphone to speaker, where it is
converted into acoustic energy and
launched on its way to your ear, there
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to be converted into who knows what.
Depending on you. the information received will warns the heart, or turn the
stomach. Before the ear, its easy to stake
measurements. Behind the ear, it's a
little more difficult, and even measurements that can be made are often over shadowed by those that can't. How
then, can we expect to prescribe the
standard speaker, which is where the
subjective begins?
There are a few points that can be
made. For example, we're all against

distortion (unintentional distortion. that
is). This has nothing to do with our
musical tastes. A distorted rock group
is just as bad as a distorted string
quartet, and if the rock listener doesn't
complain as loudly. it's more a commentary on his personal tolerance
level than on the acceptability of the
distortion.
As speakers, and all that other stuff,
have gotten better, distortion ligures
presumably have been minimized. Now,
along with other data, some manufacturers include a graph to show you how
well their speaker passes the frequency
run test in an anechoic chamber.
But, suppose you are one of those
poor few who don't live in an anechoic
chamber? \\'hat then? Then, as the
sound meanders from the speaker to
your ear, it is equalized by your listening
nom. Every window, drape. wall. and
piece of furniture or equipment throws
in a few dB (-f- /
until by the time
the sound reaches your ear, any resemblance to a Hat response curve is
coincidental. unite often, the saute
speaker in different rooms will produce
greater differences than that between
different speakers in the same room.
All of which brings us (finally)
towards the point of this month's

-)

THE
CARTRI DG E KILLER.
This man doesn't have time to baby
the tools of his trade. Not with a
commercial, a traffic report and time
check breathing down his neck. He's
got to keep those records spinning
fast and furious. And, if he kills a
cartridge or two along the way, well
that's how it goes.
Until now.
Meet the Stanton 5O0AL -the
cartridge that's tougher than disc
jockeys. Here is the workhorse of the
broadcast industry. We designed the
entire stylus assembly to withstand
the rugged demands of back cueing
and the kind of handling that would
quickly ruin ordinary pick -ups. Yet its
high restoring force and tracking
reliability is accomplished without
sacrifice of professional standards for
frequency response, output, channel
separation, etc.
Also inquire about Stanton Models
5O0AA and 500E -the standards for
critical auditioning and broadcast
applications. They're designed
especially for uninterrupted broadcasting of long- playing records or for
disc auditioning and evaluation.
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SPECIFICATIONS
Frequency Response
Output
Channel Separation
Load Resistance
Cable Capacitance
DC Resistance
Inductance
Channel Balance
Stylus Tip
Tracking Force
Cartridge Weight
Mounting Dimensions

5O0AL
20Hz to 17kHz ±2'hdB
1.0 my /cm /sec.
30d B

47.000 Ohms
275 pF
800 ohms approx.
550 mH approx.
within 2 dB
0.7 mil Spherical
3 -7 grams
5 grams
%," to y' centers

For complete information and
specifications write Stanton
Magnetics. Inc., Terminal Drive,
Plainview, L.I., New York 11803

Sra won

Scott Muni

WNEW -FM, New York
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Announcers
Newscasters

Disc Jockeys

Sportscasters

We've provided thousands of welltrained and motivated men and women
for stations coast -to-coast and overseas.
Tell us your requirements. We'll put
you in touch with Career graduates
(from your part of the country) who
meet your needs. No cost to you or
the graduate.
CAREER ACADEMY'S
Division of Famous Broadcasters
National Placement Department
611 East Wells Street
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53202
Phone: (414) 272.4822
TWX: 910 262 1148

column. If we can't all agree on the
ideal speaker system, we can at least
agree that each listening room imposes
a different set of conditions on the
loudspeaker,/listener combination. This
means that even if we could define the
standard speaker system, we would he
compelled to include the listening room
.ts part of the system. The plot thickens
even if you could get everyone to
Ilse the same speaker, try getting everyone to build identical listening rooms!
one studio -The Record Plant -has
done exactly that Their control and
mixing rooms (studios too) on the east
and west coast have been built to the
-.dine blueprints. Since today's studio
)ICrsonnel are quite mobile, if each
studio imposes a different sort of listening environment, it can make work difficult at best. Presumably, Record
Plant people don't have this problem.
For others, the solution is often to
make final decisions after listening at
home on the living room hi -fi. It may
not be great sound, but at least it's
constant, and once you're used to its
little idiosyncrosies, you have a, sort -of,
reliable frame of reference.
' o help get around this problem,
many studios not prepared to follow
the Record Plant's example are now
running response curves in their control
rooms to find out exactly what influence the room has on the speakers'
frequency response. Once measure-
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WHERE WILL THE "PHANTOM"
PROVE ITS
AMAZING POWER NEXT?
In your studio, perhaps?
The "Phantom" can't resist the challenge of a
multi- microphone power supply problem. It may
look like a simple plug -in printed circuit card and
frame. But it's actually the most unique compatible central powering unit in the world.
Why is it called the "Phantom "? Because you
install it in one place, anywhere at all, and it simultaneously powers up to 40 Neumann FET-80 micro-

phones wherever they may be- miraculously,
without changing existing microphone outlets
or wiring.
Plug any other kind or make of microphone into the same outlets and
the "Phantom" vanish es.
Why buy a new $84 power supply each time you add two microphones?
Buy the $84 "Phanto m" just once, and don't buy another until you buy
your 41st Neumann!
Write to Dept.102
AUDIO CORPORATION
2 West 46th Street. New York, N.V. 10036 (212) CO 54111
for free brochure with
1710 N LaBrea Ave.. Hollywood.Ca 90046 (213)874 4444
complete information.
In Canada: 1-Mar Electronics Ltd.
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ments have been made, corrective
equalization is inserted- usually before
the power amplifier -until the combination of equalizer, amplifier, speaker
and room yields as flat a frequency run
as possible. Depending on whose system
you use, the process is known as
d consta- l 'oicing or Environmental Equal izing.
To find out just what a little equalization would or wouldn't do, I recently

tricked Frazier representative Jim Loder
into analyzing and correcting my living
room listening conditions. It seems to
me I may have given him the impression that if I liked the system, I might
buy units for all my friends. He found
out too late that I didn't have any.
Surprisingly, a 2/3-octave analysis
showed that the room wasn't really so
bad. Actually, I had no complaints
with the sound I was getting. However,
after Mr. Loder made the required
adjustments on the Frazier model SEE 24 Equalizer, no one had any trouble
detecting the equalizer's effect during
an a -b test. The increase in clarity was
remarkable, far beyond what I should
have imagined. This is not so much a
testimony to any remarkable qualities
within the Frazier unit as it is to the
soundness of environmental equalization. Of course, the Frazier is an excellent unit, and the complete set of
2, 3- octave filters on one chassis means
that you can re- equalize everytime you
change speakers or other listening conditions. However, any device that will
help flatten out your peaks and valleys
is worth investigating.
Depending on the condition of your
listening room (and budget) there are
units (Frazier or others) available that
allot) 2 '3 -, 1,'3- or even 1 /6- octave
compensation. For most professional
applications, perhapsa 1/3- octaveanalysis and compensation would be adequate.
Now then, this month's column began in speaker standardization, and
here we are talking about room equalization. Since I'm supposed to be making
some sort of point, let's remember that
the reason for any standard is to minimize compatibility problems and eliminate ambiguities between two or more
systems, speakers or whatever.
Since all the listening rooms in the
industry will never be identical in
speaker complement and /or physical
layout, the way to avoid the vagaries of
each location's personality is to get out
the spectrum analyser and the noise
generator, see what's happening, and
slake the necessary corrections. Then,
as one moves from location to location,
the monitoring conditions will probably
be as close to standard as one can
realistically hope for.
If you still don't like the high end,
maybe it's time for a behind - the -ear
checkup.

NOW!

ANEW
SOLID STATE

LA-2A (THE

LA 3A)

* lower

new half -rack size (3V2"

noise

* new low

price (under $400.00)

THE NEW TELETRONIX LA -3A LEVELING AMPLIFIER
The LA -3A is all new! The only thing left untouched was the exceptional performance characteristics of the LA -2A. The electro- optical attenuator, that made the
LA -2A so popular, remains the same, but that is where it ends. Improvements in
overload characteristics, and signal -to -noise ratio add to its performance. We've
squeezed its size. Two LA -3A's can now be mounted side by side in only 31/2"
of rack space. The all solid state LA -3A has more output power ( +25dBm, vs.
+18dBm in the LA -2A). The new contemporary styling will look great with your
existing equipment. Send for complete technical details today!
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Hears ewry note you heai:
tape for high frequencies. Captures the full scale. No wonder

The

more and more record and dupe
makers specify the advanced
Maxell F -20 magnetic cassette

tape. 25 Hz to 18,000 Hza full sound spectrum with

MAXELL CORP.

Of

AMERICA

brilliant clarity. 10% greater
tensile strength than conventional tapes. Plus our closely
guarded Hush -Hush process
that virtually wipes out hiss, affords
truest fidelity in mono or stereo, recording and playback.Write now for facts.

subsidiary of Hitachi- Maxell Ltd.
Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y.10017
A
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Powering Conconser
Microphones
GERHARD BORE

The user of transistor -equipped condenser
microphones must decide among three possible
systems, something which certainly runs
contrary to the purpose of standards.
This article investigates the reasons which
have led to this situation as well as the
pros and cons of the three systems.

DIN 45 595 Connection of Transistor
Equipped Microphones with Modulation Lead
Powering, solid -state equipped condenser microphones are powered by sending the necessary d.c.
along the same conductors which serve the audio output of
the microphone. The two wires are traversed by the current
in opposite directions; that is one lead provides the current
supply and the other the return leg.
In the DIN 45 596 standard Connection of Transistor
Equipped Condenser Microphones using Multiplex Powering,
another method is suggested in which the d.c. is supplied
through the electrical center of the audio output leads; that is,
half the current flows in each wire and is returned through the
cable shield. Two voltages are suggested: 12V and 48V.
Each of these powering systems have one thing in common:
they require but a single shielded pair of wires. Up to now,
ACCORDING TO

Dr. Gerhard Bore is the chief physicist of Georg Neumann
GmbH, Berlin. The paper which originally appeared in German in Elektronorm, Vol. 23 (1969), No. 7 was translated
by Stephen F. Temmer, president of Gotham Audio Corporation.
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condenser microphones have needed five (or even six) conductors, while dynamic microphones have always used but a
shielded pair. It is this very desirable simplification of microphone connections and cables which has led to the criticism of
the modulation lead powering recommended in DIN 45 595.
For such powering methods wire No. 1 carries the plus pole
of the d.c. supply
( +), and wire No. 2 the minus pole (
voltage as well as the audio modulation. Outlets so equipped
therefore cannot be used directly for the connection of other
microphone types, since dynamic microphones and all
microphones equipped with an output transformer produce
severe distortion if the supply voltage is not disconnected.
Ribbon microphones and certain moving coil units will
furthermore suffer permanent damage.

-)

MODULATION LEAD POWERING
ACCORDING TO DIN 45 595
The modulation -lead powering standard was decided upon
at a time when transistor -equipped condenser microphones
were only possible using the rf principle. By standardizing
the power -feed resistors and their electrical arrangement,
the output circuitry of such microphones was also determined
in advance as F IGGRE 1 shows.
The cable shield is connected to the microphone housing,
but not to the circuitry within the microphone itself. The
output symmetry with respect to ground prohibits the connection of either modulation lead to the cable shield. Only
the "electrical center" may be so connected. This electrical
center on the other hand, is only accessible in the remotely
located power supply branch -off, and is shown here as the
two resistors.
It is an advantage of the modulation -lead powering system
that no current is fed through the cable shield; a disadvantage, on the other hand, that the audio output and d.c.
supply voltages are mixed within the cable. As a result the
supply voltage must be filtered most carefully, since it is in
parallel with the audio modulation. If more than one microphone is to be supplied from a common power supply, a
decoupling network must be used to prevent audio crosstalk
between microphones.
With the advent of the field -effect transistor (fet) it has become possible to construct transistor -equipped condenser
microphones using circuitry of conventional audio -amplifier
design known and used for decades in tube technology. The
input circuits of such fet equipped condenser microphones
are high impedance and are protected against noise interference by the microphone housing. To produce really effective shielding, it is absolutely necessary that the housing
(chassis) and 0 -volt potential be identical. It is for this
reason that all tube -equipped condenser microphones have
a 0-volt/chassis connection.
Should one wish to construct fet- equipped condenser microphones for modulation lead powering, problems arise which
were not predictable when the DIN 45 595 standard was
promulgated:
Due to the missing 0 -volt chassis connection in the microphone, noise which appears along the cable shield will reach
the gate of the fet as a result of the stray capacitance between microphone case and amplifier input, and will be amplified along with the modulation. Beyond that, such stray
capacitances adversely influence the balance of the microphone output, even if their values are but fractions of a picoFarad. This is due to the fact that the relatively high impedance of this stray capacitance between gate and micrr
phone housing is stepped down by the transistor stages

I-

I

L

Figure 1. The modulation -lead powering standard
DIN 45 595.

according to

along with the capsule capacitance, so that output balance
will be affected adversely by it, and not, as it is indicated in
DIN 45 595: "principally by the balance of the 180 -ohm
power feed resistors."
For microphones of simple construction, these disadvantages can be negated through the use of double shielding of
the case, in which the inner shield is connected to the zero
potential of the first amplifier stage. More complex microphone types such as switchable characteristic or stereo units
would be structurally difficult to produce, since such a second
shield might even have to be transparent to sound.

MULTIPLEX POWERING
ACCORDING TO DIN 45 596
In multiplex powering both modulation leads are at the same
potential (see FIGURE 2). The principal advantage lies in the
fact that dynamic microphones as well as all microphones
equipped with an output transformer such as tube -type
condenser or ribbon units may be connected, wthout the
necessity of disconnecting the d.c. supply voltage.
Since the powering current flows equally through both
modulation leads to the microphone, it is completely decoupled from the audio modulation which at any given instance flows through the audio pair in opposite directions.
The supply voltage may therefore contain significantly more
ripple and noise without influencing the audio signal flowing
through the cable.
The advantage of using 12 volts as the supply is that this
voltage is more usually available in existing powering systems.
The d.c. power supplies found in studio consoles, portable
tape recorders and wireless microphone transmitters may be
used directly for powering. On the other hand such condenser microphones using straight forward audio amplifiers
must be equipped with d.c. /d.c. converters or batteries for
producing the capsule polarizing voltage of about 48 volts,
and as a result consume some 80 mW of power.
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Multiplex powering has both modulation leads at the same
potential. This permits the use of dynamic and other output- transformer equipped microphones without the need for supply voltage
disconnection.
Figure 2.
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The other multiplex powering voltage, 48 volts, will not be
readily available, and will have to be produced in a.c. supplies, battery boxes or d.c. converters. It would therefore
have been obvious to recommend the use of the 12 -volt
system, if the use of 48 volts did not have the following
significant advantages:
1. Condenser microphones using normal audio frequency
circuitry (with fet) can obtain their polarizing voltage
directly from the 48 Volt supply, thereby saving numerous
components, consuming only 19 mW of power, and permitting considerably smaller size.
2. The higher voltage and lower current permit very
small but effective filtering components for the supply voltage
to be incorporated within the microphones themselves.
This obviates the necessity for special filtering and decoupling networks for each microphone, and prevents any crosstalk
via the supply.
3. When compared to 12 -volt systems, power supplies may
be constructed much more simply for the same reason.
Due to the very high values of the power feed resistors R,
and R2, central power supplies need to be only slightly overdimensioned to make sure that an inadvertent short in one
of the microphone cables will not affect the operation of the
other microphones on the same supply.
4. Only 48 -volt operated multiplex powered microphones
offer the possibility of operating such transistor units from
power supplies intended for the powering of tube -type
microphones. The outlets for such tube units may be altered
by installation of simple voltage dividers to provide the
minimal current (0.4 mA) needed by the 48 -volt fet units.
Installations using standard tube-type microphone outlets
may therefore operate a mixture of tube and fet types without
regard to changing power supplies.
A voltage higher than 48 volts was not recommended due
to the need for battery powering. Close to 48 volts may be
obtained from the series connection of two 221A-volt batteries available everywhere in the world, while higher voltages could only be obtained from special batteries or d.c.
converters.

PROBLEMS OF POWERING
VIA THE CABLE SHIELD

v
a

The advantages listed under 2. above, of building the filtering
components for the supply voltage into the microphone
itself, is especially of value when the current flows through
the cable shield. Such a supply system is new to studio
technology, and it was therefore necessary to investigate
whether and under what conditions such a powering method
could lead to problems in operation.
The d.c. through the cable shield produces a small voltage
drop which might fluctuate slightly during operation if, for
example, two connectors along extended cable runs of two
adjacent microphones touch for a moment, shorting out this
voltage drop for an undefinable period of time. The result
is fluctuation of the supply voltage by the amount of this
voltage drop.
Besides this, undesirable currents might be caused to flow
through the shield should a connector or the microphone
housing come in contact with a metal object which is at a
different potential from operating ground. This might occur
if the console and its shields are at ground potential and a
connector from a microphone cable comes in contact with a
pipe of the central heating system or an electrical device
grounded to the protective a.c. ground. This would cause a.c.
with power-line frequency to flow through the cable shield.

An alternating current can also be induced in the cable
shield by magnetic fields if the shields of two microphone
extensions come in contact with each other outside the
console. The ground loop thus formed has a very low resistance, allowing induced currents which may lead to noticeable
interference.
The currents described influence the balanced and floating
modulation leads within the cable only very little. However,
as soon as a part of the a.c. also flows through the 0 -volt
lead of a microphone powered by d.c., noise is coupled into the
supply voltage. This produces the same effect as if the
microphone were powered from an a. -c. supply with insufficient filtering. This noise can be completely removed by
including filtering components for the supply voltage within
the microphone themselves. Estimates as well as lab experiments have shown that components which have a filtering
factor of 10,000 at power-line frequency, will keep out interference of the strongest kind introduced via the cable shield.

At first, ideally -balanced application of the poorly filtered
supply current was assumed. Should one wish to maintain
the commonly obtained circuit balance while still permitting
strong random a.c. noise currents in the supply, it is sufficient
to introduce a series impedance RI. as in FIGURE 2.Its a.c.
resistance must be so large as to cause a voltage drop across
it, rather than the multiplex feeding resistors Wilt I and
W2R2. In FIGURE 2 this means that C2 must be dropped and
RI. made adequately large.
Summing this up: the use of multiplex powering in microphones, using the cable shield as the supply return, may
always be used without concern if the d.c. supply current to
the microphone is passed through an effective filtering
circuit, and is connected through an adequately large unbypassed series impedance.

Both of these requirements are easily met in microphones
for 48 -volt powering. The relatively high voltage and low
power drain allows a series impedance RL to be a pure resistance, while the filtering within the microphone may
consist of a two stage r.c. filter using dry tantalytic capacitors
of smallest dimensions. Should RL be replaced by a solid state circuit which maintains constant current through it,
then the supply voltage may even have poor regulation and
hum filtering.
In microphones using 12 -volt multiplex powering, only a
very small voltage drop is available for filtering! One must
bear in mind that depending on microphone current consumption, as much as 3.4 volts are dropped across the supply
resistors R, and R2 of FIGURE 2. Therefore both the filtering
and series impedance RI. must be accomplished by means of
electronic circuits with numerous components, which (at
best) will still produce a voltage drop of at least 1 volt.
The voltage remaining, while still adequate for the operation of the microphone, produces problems as far as optimizing the circuit with regard to overload and self -noise level.
In practice, therefore, one will be hard pressed to allow disturbances caused by induced currents in the cable shield,
rather than to adversely affect the principal operating
parameters of the microphone's transmission chracteristics.
The agreeable advantage of being able to utilize existing
supply voltages for the 12 -volt multiplex powering system is
therefore accompanied by the need for complicated and
bulky circuits as well as greater susceptibility to noise interOnly after a considerable amount of practical
ference.
experience will it be ascertained which advantages and disadvantages will turn out to play a key part and which will
take on subordinate roles and thus be negligible.
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A Muti-Spcod Capstan

Drivc

System
H.

VAN

DER

WAL

The author describes the design of

a

capstan

drive system for an audio tape recorder
that permits variable speed drive. It will be
available later this year in both stereo and
mono configurations.

of a driving system for an audio- recorder
depends on the demands made on it. The following
factors should be considered: wow and flutter, reaction to abruptly changing loads, ability to be
switched for various speeds, supply as regards an external
reference, and synchronisation during playback by means
of a signal recorded on tape.
\Vow and flutter require no detailed explanation.
Reaction to abrupt changes in load is one of the things to
be considered in coupling the tape to the capstan by means
of the rubber pressure roller. The switching phenomena must
then be short and damped. This sort of small shock -loads can
also occur on tape joints etc.
The ability to switch to various speeds naturally depends
on the demands which are made on the recorder, but a
tendency towards three or more speeds is noticeable, all the
more so as, thanks to the new tapes, such as chromium dioxide (Cr02) tape, professional quality can be achieved at a
speed of 3% in. /sec. as well. For copying purposes speeds
above 15 in. /sec. are desirable.
The drive system of the tape using an external reference
THE CHOICE

H. van der ¡Val is with the Electro -Acoustics Division of Philips
in Eindoven, Netherlands.

the more important where one cannot be sure of the a.c.
frequency or where it is desired to vary the tape speed
is all

arbitrarily.
Synchronisation by means of a pilot tone recorded on a
tape is of interest if synchronism between picture and sound
is the aim.
For the purposes mentioned a choice can be made from a
number of systems. The most commonly used is still the
synchronous motor, supplied directly from the mains. The
external reference frequency is a mains frequency and cannot
be varied. The range of speed and, above all, also the switching phenomena (oscillations) leaves much to be desired. If
the synchronous motor is fed through an amplifier, the speed
can at least be varied, and if special steps have been taken
as regards the motor design, a large range of speeds can also
be obtained. It is better to use a regulated system in which
the capstan generates a signal which can be compared in
frequency and preferably also in phase with a reference signal.
The control signal for the driving system is derived from the
difference between both signals. For instrumentation recorders a direct- current motor is often used. In this case,
however, use is made of an asynchronous motor which drives
the capstan. A perforated disc with a photodiode and lamp
for generating the comparison signal and a disc, acted upon
by a magnet to give the effect of a Foucault brake, are
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mounted on the capstan. This magnet is used to control
the system.
In this case the capstan motor can be identical with the
winding motors and compared with the d. -c. motor the
power driven is relatively small. The elements are shown in
the block diagram of FIGURE 1. These are the reference
fat
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T
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Figure 4. The derived drive signal.
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Figure 1. The elements of the capstan drive motor.

frequency; the frequency generated by the motor -the
respective speeds are decided by the interposition of dividers;
The comparison circuit, which is discussed below in greater
detail; and the drive of the brake -magnet, with a number of
corrections which is also to be dealt with in greater detail.
The circuit which determines the difference in frequency
and phase between the two signals is shown in FIGURE 2.
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Figure 5. When a control system is indicated in this way in
diagram, the included formulae apply.
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Figure 6. G is normally plotted in a Nyquist diagram.
Figure 2. The circui ry that determines the difference in frequency
and phase between the two signals generated from the motor and the

reference.

This consists of a 4- position counter which, on receiving one
signal, counts in the one direction and on receiving the other
signal, counts in the other direction. The two end positions are
fixed.
The signal at the output of the comparison circuit will therefore be as shown in FIGURE 3.

a

a

Figure 3. This is the signal that will be seen at the output of the
comparison circuit. At (a) it is too slow; at (b) the same speed; and
at (c) too fast.
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Figure 7. The

AE diagram of Figure 6.
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a

block

The width of the pulse is a measure of the difference in
phase. By converting this signal into a sawtooth that is
sampled at the peaks, a drive signal is obtained for the motor
with a maximum frequency range and minimum phase shift
w

of only

-X a (See

Finally, data tested for a tape recorder using this control
system are shown. FIGURE 9 shows the wow and flutter measured at various speeds, and to finish off with, the starting
phenomena compared with those of a synchronous motor are
illustrated in FIGURE 10.

FIGURE 4).

wref

i

.:

Some phase corrections are necessary in the drive amplifiers. to assure stability of the system. The results are most
simply illustrated in FIGURE 5.
Normally G (in FIGURE 5) is plotted in a Nyquist diagram in
which the normal design criterion can apply that a circle
with a radius of 0.5 must not he intersected around the point.
This means that in a diagram of A and E (FIGURE 6), this
must not lie outside a circle of radius 2 around 0. The advantage of the AE method is that measuring can be done
with a closed loop.
The AE diagram (FI(URE 7) of the control system discussed here satisfies the requirements as to stability. For
comparison, FIGURE S shows an AE- diagram of an instrumentation recorder in which the higher frequencies (which
are required here) stand out.

tp 7-;

__

INCh/SEC

,

I

0

.

v=0

03°0

3°/ó

Figure 9. Wow and flutter measured on the discussed machine at various speeds.

r
ICM

Figure 8.

An AE diagram of

an instrumentation recorder.

=02

SEC.

Figure 10. The starting phenomena compared with those of
chronous motor.

Figure 11. Front and rear views of the Philips PRO 36 transport utilizing the capstan drive described in this article.
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W. DIXON WARD

This

is

the second (and concluding) part of

with the

state of knowledge
existing with this controversial subject.

this article dealing

DETERMINE YOUR

OWN

TTS

The present thinking of several of us who are actively pursuing research in this field is that a noise exposure is dangerous
if either 40 dB or more of TTS2 is produced, or the ear has
not fully recovered from TTS by the next morning, but
instead is re- exposed while still fatigued. Generally, though
not always, these two symptoms go together. That is, if
the TTS for a given ear exceeds 40 dB, then full recovery
usually requires at least three or four days. However, under
some conditions, especially for spaced intermittent exposures,
the TTS2 at the end of the day may be as little as 20 dB and
yet require more than overnight for full recovery.
The best method, then, for determining if a noise is dangerous to you is to measure the TTS it produces. The first problem is to obtain a resting threshold measurement at 1, 2,
3, 4, and 6 kHz as free from temporary losses as possible. The
time to do this is early on Monday morning, preferably after a
2- or 3 -week vacation -assuming, of course, that you have not
been cutting your year's supply of firewood with a chain saw,
driving a racing auto, shooting a lot of skeet, or the like,
during your vacation. Then measure the thresholds at these
same frequencies at the end of the day to establish the initial
TTS, and on the following morning as well. If more than 5 dB
of ITS remains after the 16 hours of rest, then such exposures,
if repeated day after day, are hazardous and a reduction in
exposure is called for.
A commercial audiometer, while desirable, is not essential,
since only relative, not absolute, values of your hearing sensitivity are called for. The main requirements are an oscillator,
a voltmeter, a 100 -dB attenuator, and an earphone that is not
going to be used for any other purpose and a quiet place.

W. Dixon Ward is Professor, Department of Otolarngology and
also in the Department of Speech Science, Pathology, and
at the University of
Audiology
a joint appointment
Minnesota. He is a Fellow of the Acoustical Society of America,
and the American Speech and Hearing Association. He also
finds time to be a member of the executive council of the NASNRC-sponsored Committee on Hearing, Bioacoustics, and Biomechanics (CHABA) and chairman of its Subcommittee 72
damage -risk criteria.

-
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Usually, since the ear is most sensitive to frequencies from
to 4 kHz, both temporary and permanent hearing losses
first develop at 3, 4, or 6 kHz, and any reasonable studio will
offer an ambient noise level well below what is necessary before tones at these frequencies begin to be masked.
The oscillator is set first at 1000 Hz, and the attenuator
set at 10 or 20 dB. Then the signal voltage delivered to the
attenuator is adjusted, by means of the gain control on the
oscillator, to give some value (which you record) that produces a moderately loud tone (moderately loud will probably
turn out to be about 80 dB SPL, although the absolute value
is not important here). Next, with the tone in, say, the right
ear, adjust the attenuator to where the tone is just barely
audible. Record the attenuation value, and then repeat the
process for 2, 3, 4, and 6 kHz; a reversing the headset will
allow you to test the left ear in a similar fashion.
Then in the afternoon and the following morning, again
set the oscillator to 1000 Hz and the voltage to the same value
as before, and repeat the measurements. If a difference of 25
dB at any frequency is found in the afternoon or if a difference
of 10 dB persists after an overnight rest, the noise exposure is
probably dangerous, and should be materially reduced.
Don't worry about a change of only 5 dB. You can't get
the earphones on your head exactly the same every time, so
either an increase or decrease of this small a value probably
does not indicate any change in your sensitivity. The
reliability of your measurements can be increased somewhat
by making three or four adjustments, removing and replacing
the earphones between trials.
2

PRE -EXISTING

HEARING LOSSES

If you find a large (30 dB or greater) difference between your
Monday -morning attenuator settings for 1000 Hz and 4000
Hz, or between 1000 Hz and 6000 Hz, this indicates that you
already have some hearing loss at the higher frequency. This
shouldn't worry you much, because such high -frequency
tonal gaps are rather common even among persons with no
history of exposure to industrial noise, and could have
happened years and years ago (gunfire or firecrackers are
likely suspects as the cause). You may be surprised to discover this loss, because you never had any trouble hearing
anything before (except, occasionally, your wife, and this

affliction appears unrelated to auditory ability anyway),
but fortunately 4000 Hz is not necessary for the perception of
speech, and that explains why the deficiency failed to be
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noticed. I recall how astonished I was to find a 60 -dB lo;s at
6000 Hz in my right ear when I first got hold of an audiometer.
If you do have such a pre -existing loss, however. I would
suggest that you be even more careful than usual about high level exposure in the future. Although there is no evidence
that the ear with a loss from unknown causes is more susceptible to further injury than any other ear, you can't afford
to take a chance, because any further increase in loss, to the
point at which 3000 and 2000 Hz are affected. will begin to
reduce your ability to understand ordinary conversation.
IS

MUSIC DANGEROUS?

I wish I could estimate the probability that you will lind
your noise exposure to be hazardous. Unfortunately, however, I cannot. To my knowledge, no one has ever systematically studied either the noise exposures or the hearing
sensitivity of audio engineers. It is certain that rock -androll music in situ can reach peaks of 110 dB: \. and that an
average level of 105 dB:\ is sometimes sustained for a minute
or two.5 If it were not for the intermittency of most exposures to this kind of noise, considerable hearing loss would
be expected among those exposed to this music. However,
audiometric studies of rock musicians have so far shown an
incidence of hearing loss not much greater than in the general
population, and then ordinarily only in those who admit
doing a lot of shooting. So the intermittency is indeed important, although as we have seen there is no agreement
among the experts as to how important.
Classical music -in an tmamplified form at any rate -is
known not to be a problem. An audiometric survey of all the

musicians in three symphony orchestras6 showed no greater
incidence of loss than in the average population, except that
nine violinists had unilateral losses (in the left ear: the ear
held next to their own violins). So if you play classical music
no louder than in real life, it is not likely to be at all dangerous.
One final comment should be made. Recording engineers
do have one problem that is relatively unique: that of preserving hearing for the highest frequencies i -e. those above
8000 I lz, which is the highest frequence ordinarily tested with
a commercial audiometer. While it is true that only frequencies up to 3000 Hz are necessary for speech perception,
the entire auditory range up to 20 kHz is deemed important
in the field of high fidelity. The detection of high- frequency
distortion, squeals or hiss in tapes and discs demand good
sensitivity at high frequencies. It might be worth the effort,
therefore, to keep track of your hearing at 8. 10, 13 and 16
kHz in addition to the frequencies recommended earlier.
At these frequencies. however, the test- retest variability due
to headphone placement will be quite large, so even apparent
shifts of 10 dB may not be real; repeated testing (removing
and replacing the earphones) is even more essential here. At
present, little is known about the susceptibility of the average
ear to hearing loss at these high frequencies. and any data
that accumulates will be welcome.

Noisy- Induced
5. Rintelmann, \V. F. and Horns, J. F.
Hearing Loss and Rock and Roll Music, Arch. (ltolaryngol.,
vol. 88. pp. 377 -385, Oct. 1968.
6. Flach, M. and Aschoff, E. Zur Frage berufsbedingter
.Schwerhorigk °it heim .Musiker, Zschr. Laryngol. Rhino!. Otol.,
vol. 45, pp. 595 -605, 1966.

Neve
SOUND
CONTROL
EQUIPMENT
styled to

the needs of
modern

studios

2 marks a new departure into the field of sophist,ca:ed audio control. It embodies ten full mixing
input channels and two output
and is conveniently transportable.
Facilities are included for echo, studio foldback and talkback communication, stereo mon:tor'ng, cueing and D.J.

The Neve BCM 10

A/

"combo" working.
All signal inputs and outputs are on
LB connectors at the rear. Thus the BCM 10/2 provides for every possible
requirements within its class. It is competitively priced and available for quick delivery. Full specifications will be
sent gladly on request.

Telephone 076 386 776 (Ten lines) Telex 81381

Rupert Neve & Co. Ltd.

Cambridge House, Melbourn, Royston, Herts.

Circle 33 on Reader Service Card
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Picture Gallery

\AB 48th Convention

ARE OVER a hundred and fifty exhibitors spread around the exhibition halls of
Chicago's massive Hilton Hotel, and only four
days to see them, it is a busy time indeed. This
year's convention and exhibition was held from April 5 -8.
Just as in years past. the time was hardly enough for us to see
all we wanted to, much less push our cameras everywhere
they ought to have gone.
What follows then is only a sampling of the equipment on
display that might be of interest to db readers. Each of the
photographs has a Reader Service Number which can be
circled on the post card bound into this issue to secure detailed information directly from the appropriate manufacturer.
Just as was the case last year, the trend to automated
broadcast continues to expand. A variety of complete station
or sub -station setups can be had from several manufacturers.
In addition, we observed continuing sophistication of existing
equipment, particularly broadcast consoles -many equipped
for stereo, many others equipped for multi- channel output
and portability. There even was console equipment for four channel origination (when that conies).
It should be understood that our pictures only show a
sampling of what the represented manufacturers offer. It
can be assumed that if one console or microphone is shown,
there are others to cover a wide variety of applications.
WHEN THERE

no

-

On this page
candid views around the exhibition halls.
The following two pages present some of the equipment. If
you desire specific information on the equipment shown,
simply circle the reader service number that is appropriate
on the card bound into this issue. You will receive the information directly from the manufacturer.
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AEC -Veritas I)ocumenow 210 records and plays back up to
24 hours on a single 9 -in. disc. Circle 50 on Reader Service

Card.
AKG, division of North American Philips
microphones, including the D202 dynamtie.
Reader Service Card.

\

rie

ed its
on

G2

Philips Broadcast Equipment brought this portable
4-channel in mixer. Circle 63 on Reader Service Card.

Broadcast Electronics Spotmaster S\ stems tape cartridge
machines. Circle

51 on

Collins Radio ha,

a new
55 on Reader Service Card.

carol console, model 2114.

Circle

Reader Service Card.

CBS Laboratories have a new thin -line version of their
Voluntax loudness controller. Circle 53 on Reader Service
Card.

::Ó7

16,4

Gray Research displayed turntable model

1012, in their

line of disc playback gear. Circle 59 on Reader Service Card.

CCA Electronics in.ni_ht new product liuc.:ouuug them
the l'Itimate 111 c a,olc. Circle 54 on Reader Service Card.

CRITERION 80

Gotham Audio ha, the

new ENIT 136111 ) \I that i, at mince a
limiter, compressor, and expander. Circle 55 on Reader
Service Card.

Gates Radio showed much, including the Criterion

SO line
of cartridge machines. Circle 57 on Reader Service Card.
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Shure Brothers has the M63 Audio Master with separate
brass and treble control and turnover. Circle 66 on Reader
Service Card.

Fairchild Sound Equipment brought a functioning dis
play board of the Integra II console components. Circle 56
on Reader Service Card.

McCurdy Radio Industries featured

a multi- channel new
console, designated as model SS5200. Circle 60 on Reader
Service Card.

Nortronics displayed this tape head group; also

a head

Tape-Athon showed a new !.( -inch tape two -track recorder.
as well as their logging machines. Circle 61 on Reader S. rvice
Card.

cleaner liquid. Circle 64 on Reader Service Card.

Tapecaster TCM have the 700RP record /play tape cartridge

Schafer Electronics had a complete working broadcast

Wilkinson Electronics set up this compact TSC -4 console

automation system. Circle 65 on Reader Service Card.

with desk. Circle 68 on Reader Service Card.

machine. Circle 67 on Reader Service Card.
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The db
Bookcase
As a service to our readers we are pleased
to offer these books from prominent technical publishers. All prices listed are the
publishers' net. Shipping charges are

included.
Ose the coupon at the bottom of the page
or give the complete title, author and coupon
number. Be sure to indicate quantity on the
special instructions line if more than one
cony ofa title is wanted. Full payment must
accompany your order. We cannot ship
c.o.d. Checks or money orders should be
made payable to Sagamore Publishing Company, Inc. Because of the time required to
process orders, allow several weeks for the
receipt of books.

How

General Audio

To

PRACTICAL PA GUIDEBOOK: HOW
TO INSTALL, OPERATE AND SERVICE
PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEMS
by Norman H. Crowhurst. 1967. This book
gives all the basics needed to become a successful PA operator, in any situation where
the reinforcement, relay, or distribution of
sound can provide a service. It shows how to
properly install, operate and service public
address systems. All aspects of the subject,
from survey to the selection of appropriate
equipment, to installation, to routine operation and the maintenance of a finished system, are covered. Attention is given to solving problems encountered in providing successful service. The book's systematic and
practical approach makes it highly useful to
radio -TV servicemen, hobbyists, and PA
equipment manufacturers. 136 pages; 6 x 9;

illus; softbound.
$3.95 ($4.60 in Canada)
Circle 15 on Coupon Below

Test and Maintenance

Broadcasting
RADIO BROADCASTING
edited by Robert L. Hilliard. Each of the Five
chapters has been written by a prominent
educator with an extensive background of
practical experience in commercial and educational broadcasting The areas covered include: management and programming, operating and studio facilities, producing and directing, writing, performing. For those of you
who want to, or must, operate on both sides
of the control room, this is virtually required
reading. 190 pages; 64 x 9 %; indexed,
clothbound.
$6.95 ($8.35 in Canada)
Circle 2 on Coupon Below

x 84; softbound.
$4.25 ($5.25 in Canada)
Circle 9 on Coupon Below

á FORMULAS, (3rd Edition)
all charts, tables, for-

mulas, laws, symbols, and standards used in

electronics. Devotes complete sections to
items of interest to service technicians and to
circuit design data. Includes a 8 -page, full color fold -out chart showing latest FCC allocations for the entire frequency Spectrum.
232 pages; 5jß, x 84; hardbound.

$5.50 ($6.60 in Canada)
Circle 8 on Coupon Below

$5.50 ($6.45 in Canada)
5 on Coupon Below

Circle

by Dr.

ACOUSTICAL

TESTS

using commercial equipment. Contains practical, time- saving solutions to actual problems
encountered in the field; minimum math is required for understanding. The author is an
expert in this field, and an authority on auditorium acoustics. An invaluable book for
phone company special service engineers,
plant maintenance engineers, communications engineers, noise control specialists, ar-

chitectural engineers, broadcast engineers
and technicians, hi -fi fans and students. 192
pages; 54 x 84; hardbound.
$6.95 ($8.35 in Canada)
Circle 7 on Coupon Below

l
Sagamore Publishing Company, Inc.

980 Old Country Road, Plainview, N.Y. 11803
Please send me the books
have circled below. My full remittance in the amount
of $
is enclosed. N.Y. State residents add 5% sales tax.
1
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22
23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40

Howard M. Tremaine. New and

Street Address

Zip

Special Instructions

1
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and

is
a

reproduction with more than 3400

related topics. Each topic can be instantly
located by a unique index and reference
system. More than 1600 illustrations and
schematics help make complicated topics
masterpieces of clarity. 1760 pages; 61/2 x
9 -3/8; hardbound.
$29.95 ($35.95 in Canada)
Circle 20 on Coupon Below

ACOUSTICS -ROOM DESIGN
AND NOISE CONTROL
by Michael Rettinger. 1968. The enormous
problems and hazards presented by noise
are dealt within an orderly and practical

With

many charts, graphs, and
examples, the text covers the
physics of sound, room acoustics, and design, noise and noise reduction. The author's
many years of experience in the field and
extensive knowledge (set down in two
earlier books on acoustics) make this work
a boon to architects, builders, designers,
planners, and engineers. 392 pages; hardbound.
$17.50 ($20.90 in Canada)
Circle 21 on Coupon Below

practical

Name

01

the complete audio refersingle volume. It provides
the most comprehensive information on
every aspect of the audio art. This new
edition includes the latest audio developments including the most recent solid -state
systems and integrated circuits. It covers all
subjects in the fields of acoustics, recording,

manner.

I

State

comprehensive guide to the design, construction, and testing of all types of attenuators, equalizers, and wave Filters for the
practicing audio technician or engineer. This
authoritative text is one of the few written
on the subject, and requires only nominal
mathematical background. Written in easy to- understand language; the content presents
the basic design, construction, and testing
considerations without the confusion often
associated with passive networks. 288 pages;
54 x 8%; softbound

updated, here
ence library in

t-

City

PASSIVE AUDIO NETWORK DESIGN
by Howard M. Tremaine. A complete and

THE AUDIO CYCLOPEDIA
(2nd EDITION)

by Don Davis. Provides a solid understanding of the entire subject of acoustical measurements; based on actual field test work,

HANDBOOK OF ELECTRONIC TABLES

84; clothbound.
$10.50 ($11.95 in Canada)
Circle 1 on Coupon Below
x

ence guidebook on audio signal intermodulation and harmonic distortion. 172 pages;

AND MEASUREMENTS

Reference
A one -stop source for

INTERMODULATION AND
HARMONIC DISTORTION
HANDBOOK
by Howard M. Tremaine. A complete refer-

THE TECHNIQUE OF
THE SOUND STUDIO
b y Alec Nisbett. This is a handbook on radio
and recording techniques, but the principles
described are equally applicable to film and
television sound It describes how the highest standards may be achieved not only in
the elaborately equipped studio but also
with simple equipment out on location. 264
pages; 60 diagrams; glossary; indexed; 5%

Circuitry and Components

OassiÑed

TRANSISTORS FOR AUDIO
FREQUENCY (AUDIO- FREQUENCY

AMPLIFICATION)
by Guy Fontaine. 1967. This systematic and
detailed treatment of the application of transistors in audio -frequency amplifiers shows
how the published transistor characteristics
are related to the principles of design. To assure clarity, the Figures are rendered in several colors and placed opposite the related
text. Simple equations reinforce the lucid approach. An ideal textbook or reference on the
subject for engineers and advanced technicians. 384 pages; 5M x 8; illus.; clothbound.
$7.95 ($9.55 in Canada)
Circle 12 on Coupon Below

Closing date is the fifteenth of the second
month preceding the date of issue. Send
copy to:
Classified

Ad Dept.

db
THE SOUND ENGINEERING MAGAZINE
980 Old Country Road
Plainview, New York 11803
Rates are 50c

a

word for commercial adver-

tisements. Non -commercial and employment
offered or wanted placements are accepted
at 25c per word.

New 17th Edition of the famous

RADIO HANDBOOK
Tells how to design, build and operate the
latest types of amateur transmitters, receivers, transceivers, amplifiers and test equipment. Provides extensive, simplified theory
on practically every phase of radio. Broad
coverage; all original data, up to date, complete. 847 pages.
$12.95 (Sl 5.50 in Canada)
Circle 10 on Coupon Below

DESIGN OF LOW -NOISE
TRANSISTOR INPUT CIRCUITS
by Wiaiam A. Rheinfelder. 1964. Written
for students as well as circuit design engi
neers interested in low -noise circuit design
Throughout, the book gives a multitude of
time- saving graphs and design curves for the

practical circuit designer. Simple derivations
of all important formulas are also presented
to help the reader obtain a deeper insight
into the fundamentals of practical low -noise
design 128 pages; 6 x 9; illus.; clothbound

$5.50 ($6.50 in Canada)
Circle 14 on Coupon Below

CLOSED -CIRCUIT

TELEVISION HANDBOOK
by Leon Wortman. Gives comprehensive
detailed information about the field in an
easy-to- understand presentation. Its particularly suited to those who plan to use,
install, and service cctv. Covers the subject
From the simple single- camera system to the
most exotic systems. 288 pages; 51/2 x 81/2;

clothbound.
55.95 ($6.75 in Canada)
Circle 18 on Coupon Below

Electronic Music
ELECTRONIC MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
by Richard H. Dorf. Now in its third edition
and sixth printing since its First appearance
in 1954, this is considered the authority on
electronic organs. This edition is completely
rewritten to explain everything technical
about today's organs. The book is of special
value to organ designers and service technicians as well as electronics- minded hobbyists and prospective organ purchasers. Of
special value are the author's many practical
comments and expressions of opinion based
on his years of musical, engineering, and
management experience with electronic
musical instruments. 393 pages; 239 diagrams and photographs.
510.00 (511.95 in Canada)
Circle 19 on Coupon Below

FOR SALE

SONY

-

one to
SCULLY TAPE RECORDERS
twenty -four track and model 270 auto players,
many models in stock for immediate delivery.
Previously owned and
SCULLY LATHES
rebuilt. Variable or automatic pitch. Complete cutting systems with Westrex heads.
MIXING CONSOLES
Custom designed
using Wiegand Audio Lab modules. From
$7,000.00. Wiegand Audio Laboratories,
3402 Windsor Road, Wall, New Jersey
07719. Phone: 201 681 -6443.

-

-

SOLID -STATE AUDIO PLUG -IN OCTAL
(1" Dia x 2" H) modules. Mic preamps, disc
& tape preamp-equalizers, tape bias osc. &
record ampl., power amps & power supplies. Send for free catalog and audio applications. Opamp Labs., 172 So. Alta
Vista Blvd., Los Angeles, California 90036.

MODULES FOR ALL TYPES of applications. Discrete to thick film IC devices, Preamplifiers to power amplifiers. New Catalog
with schematics, $1.00. PM Electronics,
Inc., Box 46204, Seattle, Washington
98146.

INCH SCOTCH (1 ROB -10 1, 2M)
empty NAB reels and boxes. New, unopened, cartons of 5; $3.20 per reel. Cash,
money order, check. Minimum order 10
1

reels

prepaid.

Sample,

prepaid:

$4.20.

Picture free on request. Helfrich Recording
Labs., R.D. #2, Allentown, Pa. 18103.

AND KJOER MODEL 2304 Graphic
Level Recorder. Telephone (213)456 -8917.
BRUEL

C -22,
phones; $65.00
SM microphones
201 Main Street,

C -37

condenser

micro-

$245.00 new. Shure
30 -b off-new. Bob Heil,
Marissa, Illinois 62257.

and

AMPEX 440 -8 -C 8 track recorder less than
100 hours of use: $9990.00. Ampex
440 -2 -C two track recorder like new with
extra 1/4 track play head: $2600.00. Ampex
300 -2 -C excellent condition: $2200.00.
Contact: Joseph D. Tarsia, 212 North 12th
Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, Pennsylvania 19107. (215) 561 -3660.
CONSOLES: Complete solid -state consoles custom built your specifications or ours.
2 channels, complete with switching, under
$2000.00. Repair or updating of your old
console available. Call or write for estimate.
Calved Electronics, 191 Calved Blvd.,
Tonawanda. N. Y. 14150 (716) 692 -7480.

EMPLOYMENT
PROFESSIONAL RECORDING PERSONNEL SPECIALISTS. A service for employers and job seekers. Call today! Smith's
Personnel Service, 1457 Broadway, N.Y.C.
10036. Alayne Spertell 212 WI 7 -3806.
Everything from live
multi -track sessions to stereo disc mastering.
Salary open. Contact Ward Botsford, Caedmon Records, 505 8th Avenue, New York,
N. Y. 10018, (212) 594-3122.
CHIEF ENGINEER.

w
ur
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Calvin College and Bolt Beranek
and Newman have jointly sponsored
a visual and performing arts conference
to be held August 3 -7. The conference
will be held at the Calvin College Fine
Arts Center in Grand Rapids, Michigan. Speakers include Donald Irving,
director of the School of the Chicago
Arts Institute; Ilelge Westermann,
architect, Pietro Belluschi and Catalano and Westermann; George Hutchinson, partner, Perkins and Will
Partnership; and Peter Smith, director, Hopkins Center, Dartmouth
College. The Festival of the Arts will
include art displays, a program of film
and video tapes, and an exhibition of
models and photographs of significant
facilities for the arts. In addition, there
will be performances of the Chicago
and Detroit Symphony Orchestras.
For further information contact R.

Lawrence Kirkegaard, 1740 Ogden
Ave., Downers Grove, Illinois 60515,
(312) 969-6150.

General Radio, in cooperation with
Bolt Beranek and Newman will
conduct a three -day seminar on practical techniques of product -noise reduction. The seminar will be held in Chicago on August 3 -5 and will be lead by

William Ihde of S V Engineering,

Stone

Paul A. Stone has joined Elpa
Marketing Industries, Inc. as their
Edward M. Tink, on the right, vice president, engineering of the Black hawk stations looks at a new Fairchild
custom console designed for KWWL
of Waterloo. Iowa. With him is George
Alexandrovich v. -p. and chief engineer
for Fairchild Sound Equipment Corp.,
(and db columnist). The new console
will be primarily utilized as an operating
console for KWWL -AM and in addition
will provide certain control and monitoring capabilities for KW\VI. -FM's
automated facilities. The photo was
taken at the NAB convention, where
the console was displayed. It was delivered immediately after the conven-

R. T. Bozak Mfg. Co. and earlier had
been a product manager for Utah American and a project engineer for
the Heath Company.

tion.

acoustical consultant to General Radio,
and George Kamperman, manager
BBN- Chicago. Tuition for the entire
three days is $200; registrants will be
responsible for meals, lodging, and
travel arrangements. General Radio
will make motel reservations for those
who desire this. For additional information contact Tom Fricke, General

Spectra -Sonics has made an important expansion move. Offices are
now established in Hollywood, California to provide complete system design and sales plus direct continuing
engineering service to their clients. The
manufacturing facility continues in
Ogden, Utah. This move into their
primary market area will offer con-

Radio Company, 9440 West Foster
Chicago, Illinois, (312)992-

Ave.,
0800.

Turner

CCA Electronics, manufacturers of
products for broadcast and recording
studio systems has announced the
acquisition of radio station WABY,
in Albany, New York. The amount of
cash was not disclosed and the acquisition is subject to FCC approval. In
the announcement by Bernard Wise,
CCA president, it was stated that this
station and others to be sought in the
future in AM, FM, and CATV, will assist
CCA in the development and testing
of its technical products in a way that
can only be derived from "intimate
ownership responsibility," according
to Mr. \Vise.

high -fidelity division sales manager.
He will be their primary contact with
their representatives and dealers. Before Elpa, he was sales manager for the

An

sulting. design, and system engineering,
component sales, and system sales/
engineering. Complete system demonstration facilities are included. In the
photo, Albert V. Siniscal on the left,
who heads the Hollywood office shows
the new facility to Michael Lloyd,
vice- president and director of a & r
for MGM Records. In addition to the
console (a model 1020 -8) and other
Spectra-Sonics equipment, other manufacturer's support gear (recorders, turntables, etc.) are connected so that a feel
for the equipment may be had. Address
of the facility is Suite 1117, 6430
Sunset Blvd. in Hollywood. Demonstrations can be arranged by appointment.
Teac Cover Il' Circle 12 on Reader Service Card

announcement from Telex Communications Division indicates that
Richard C. Turner has been named to
the broadcast and industrial product
sales group of the division. He will report to the division's sales manager
Paul Bunker who said that Turner's
extensive technical background will
make a valuable addition to the sales
staff. Ile has been with Telex since
1967 in the product development engineering department. Prior to joining
the company he was with Honeywell
working on military and commercial
guidance systems; before that he was a
customer service engineer for IBM

Computor Systems

in Chicago.
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Awances a Iszettlf,tivoafk
QUALITY CONSOLES AT REALISTIC PRICES!

-

QRK -5/5S Prewired Systems
Reflects the epitome of quality to

QRK -5

MONO PRE -WIRED

it

SYSTEM

$1995

QRK -8

-

QRK -8S

QRK -8/8S

8

CHANNEL MONO
8

produce either a mono or stereo
system capable of serving as either
a local or remote studio or produc
tion facility. Incorporates the QRK 5
(Mono) or QRK -5S (Stereo) console:
(2) QRK -12C Turntables with syn
chronous motors; (2) Rek -O -Kut
S -320 Stereo Tone Arms; (2) QRK
F3 stereo cartridges; QRK Ultimate
Preamplifiers; and substantial, prewired transportable furniture.

.... $1695
.. $2495

QRK -5

CHANNEL STEREO

-8

QRK-5S

-

-

QRK -5S

STEREO PRE -WIRED

SYSTEM

$2995

CHANNEL MONO

5
5

CHANNEL STEREO

-

Channel Console
QRK offers a
professional console with Altec faders; plug -in
modules (3) pre -amplifiers; built -in power supply;
10 watt monitor amplifiers; independent audition
and program channels; muting relays; cue amplifiers; built -in speaker; substantial capacity and
ultimate access.

..

$995
$1595

-

QRK -5/5S
5 Channel Console
Both mono
and stereo units incorporate Altec attenuators
with cue switches in every fader, 10 watt monitoring amplifiers, plug -in modules, muting relays.

and self -contained power supply. The stereo unit,

QRK -5S contains independent audition and program channels as well as a cue amplifier. Both

consoles have substantial capacity and total
access.
main office
CCA ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
1. 08030

716 Jersey Ave., Gloucester City, N.
Phone: (609) 456-1716

subsidiary

division

Q R K ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS INC.
1568 N. Sierra Vista, Fresno, Calif. 93703

REK -O -KUT COMPANY, INC.
1568 N. Sierra Vista, Fresno, Calif. 93703

Phone: (209) 251-4213

Phone: (209) 251 -4213

Circle l I on Reader .Semite Card
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BACK TALK
When it comes to building sound equipment from the inside out, you could call us the
component company. You see, we're one of the few tape deck manufacturers who make all
our own critical components from heads to motors and most of the electronics.
After all, who knows better than we do what it takes to make a TEAC?
For instance, our heads are hyperbolic, not conventionally rounded. This means more
intimate tape contact, less tape tension, better sound reproduction. Hyperbolic heads are the
shape of things to come and the only kind we'd think of using.
Meanwhile, we still buy outside parts for certain purposes. The ones we buy,
we buy because they're the best. The ones we make, we make because they're the best.
And most of the time, we've got it made.

-

-

T EAC

TEAC Corporation of America

2000 Colorado Avenue

Santa Monica, California 90404
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